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Introduction    
Prayer,   fasting,   and   almsgiving   are   the   three   pillars   of   Orthodox   spirituality.   In   our  

churches,   however,   while   we   often   talk   about   prayer   and   fasting,    we   only   rarely   discuss  
almsgiving   or   financial   issues.    This   failure   robs   our   faithful   of   God’s   blessing   on   generous  
giving   and   deprives   the   church   of   the   financial   resources   required   to   accomplish   many   important  
missions.   My   topic,   therefore,    is   one   of   the   most   important   although   seriously   neglected   subjects  
in   contemporary   Orthodoxy,   money.   

A   major   reason   that   the   American   Church   does   not   teach   much   about   almsgiving   is  
because   in   the   English   language   alms   is   an   antiquated   word   with   an   extremely   narrow   meaning.  
We   often   think   of   alms   as   giving   a   few   dollars   to   a   homeless   man   by   the   side   of   the   road   or   to   a  
Lenten   parish   collection   for   the   poor,   perhaps   using   money   we   have   saved   through   fasting.  
Contrast   this   constricted   understanding   of   almsgiving   to   the   expansive   view   we   have   of   prayer  
and   fasting.   We   view   prayer   as   encompassing   a   variety   of   activities   such   as   morning   and  
evening   prayers,   participating   in   liturgical   services,   the   Jesus   prayer,   and   even   spiritual   reading.  
We   see   fasting   as   including   not   only   dietary   restriction   but   resisting   a   variety   of   sins   such   as  
gossip,   envy,   and   self-indulgence.   A   similarly   expansive   view   of   the   spiritual   discipline   of  
almsgiving   would   include   not   only   giving   small   offerings   to   the   homeless   but   pursuing   “financial  
righteousness”   in   all   our   personal   and   corporate   financial   decisions.   This   talk   explores   how   to  
apply   the   Scriptural   and   patristic   teachings   of   our   tradition   concerning   money   to   such   a   pursuit.   I  
will   discuss   a   variety   of   extremely   important   topics   including   our   motivations   for   giving,   the  
providential   nature   of   wealth   and   God’s   purpose   for   bestowing   it,   God’s   desire   to   bless   us  
through   tithing,   how   parishes   and   organizations   can   model   financial   righteousness,   why   we  
should   more   faithfully   honor   the   sacrificial   gifts   of   poor   people,   and   the   importance   of  
reconciliation   for   the   Orthodox   witness   in   our   world.   

There   is   a   pressing   need   for   teaching   on   these   topics   because   relatively   little   Orthodox  
literature   addresses   them.    While   many   of   our   greatest   saints   and   monastics   wrote   extensively  
on   a   variety   of   important   theological   topics,   including   prayer   and   fasting,   they   composed   almost  
nothing   concerning   “righteous   financial   stewardship.”   After   a   burst   of   discussion   about   financial  
issues   in   the   early   centuries   of   the    Church    by   such   luminaries   as   John   Chrysostom,   Basil   the  
Great,   and   Cyril   of   Alexandria   church   leaders   have   provided   relatively   little   further   commentary  
on   these   subjects.    Undoubtedly   this   has   been   in   large   part   because   governmental   support   of  
churches,   educational   institutions,   and   charitable   organizations   in   the   Byzantine   Empire,   and  
other   predominantly   Orthodox   countries,   created   little   urgency   for   discussing   Christian   financial  
management.   As   the   great   church   historian   Jaroslav   Pelikan   wrote,   “Before   Constantine,   your  
stewardship   might   have   meant   giving   your   life;   after   Constantine,   your   stewardship   consisted   in  
paying   your   taxes.”   More   recently   t he   Greek   and   Antiochian   Churches   under   the   “Turkish   yoke”  
and   the   Russian   Church   under   Soviet   domination   had   to   worry   far   more   about   simply   surviving  
than   teaching   about   tithing   or   fundraising.     

The   vacuum   created   by   this   historical   lacuna   has   caused   the    Church    to   adopt   largely  
worldly   perspectives   on   all   kinds   of   financial   issues.   For   example,   in   order   to   meet   the  
sometimes   urgent   and   acute   financial   needs   of   our   parishes   and   organizations   we   have   often  
imported   entirely   worldly   fundraising   techniques   such   as   matching   gift   programs,   ethnic  
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festivals,   selling   commemorative   pages   in   conference   “Souvenir   Programs,”   banquets   at   elegant  
venues   headlined   by   prominent   bishops   or   Orthodox   celebrities,   “silent   auctions,”   and   capital  
campaigns   accompanied   by   the   presence   of   a   “thermometer”   in   the   narthex   of   our   churches.  
Our   contemporary   embrace   of   these   fundraising   techniques   and   even   the   “best   practices”   of  
worldly   organizations   often   undermines   the   spiritual   vitality   of   our   people,   parishes,   and  
institutions.   

Jesus   never   engaged   in   fundraising.   His   single-minded   focus   in   every   financial  
discussion   was   to   address   the   significance   of   money   for   the   heart   of   the   people   with   whom   He  
spoke.   This   is   true   always   and   without   exception.   I   call   this   Jesus’   donor   centric   approach.   For  
example,   the   reason   Jesus   told   the   rich   young   ruler   to   distribute   all   his   money   to   the   poor   was   in  
order   to   remove   a   major   obstacle   to   his   pursuit   of   eternal   life.   Helping   even   vast   numbers   of  
poor   people   was   irrelevant   to   this   request.   In   the   story   of   the   sheep   and   goats   concerning   the  
Final   Judgment   in   Matthew   25,   Jesus   surprised   His   hearers   by   teaching   that   generosity   to   the  
poor   was   the   sole   criterion   that   determined   whether   they   were   worthy   of   eternal   life.   Again,   His  
focus   was   entirely   on   the   well-being   of   His   donors,   not   helping   poor   people.   Jesus’   praise   of   the  
poor   widow   who   gave   two   mites   focused   entirely   on   her   heart,   completely   ignoring   the  
minuscule   impact   of   her   tiny   donation   on   Temple   finances.   Indeed,   He   totally   ignored   the   many  
wealthy   people   in   the   vicinity   whose   major   donations   were   undoubtedly   the   financial   backbone  
of   the   Temple   ministry. As   I   will   discuss   later   on,   even   when   Paul   attempted   to   raise   money   for  
the   poor   in   Jerusalem,   he   entirely   followed   the   model   of   Jesus   by   concentrating   entirely   on   the  
importance   of   generosity   for   the   hearts   of   donors,   not   the   financial   needs   of   potential   recipients.   

Many   centuries   of    Church    history   have   demonstrated   that   far   more   money   has   been  
contributed   to   the    Church    and   given   to   the   needy   poor   by   people   whose   hearts   have   been  
transformed   by   the   gospel   than   through   the   world’s   most   effective   fundraising   techniques.   And  
even   if   this   were   not   the   case,   even   if   less   money   were   raised   by   concentrating   on   transforming  
hearts   rather   than   encouraging   donations,   God   and   the   world   have   completely   different  
motivations   for   talking   about   money.   Worldly   organizations   encourage   people   to   give   in   order   to  
raise   money   for   worthy   causes.   The    Church    encourages   people   to   give   in   order   to   raise  
disciples   of   Jesus   Christ.  

Questions   for   reflection:  

1. How   should   parishes   and   Orthodox   institutions   teach   more   about   almsgiving,   i.e.  
righteous   financial   stewardship?   

2. What   would   it   look   like   if   parishes   focused   all   financial   discussions   entirely   on  
transforming   the   hearts   of   people,   the   donor   centric   approach   of   Jesus   and   Paul,  
rather   than   raising   money   for   worthy   causes?  
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Almsgiving   and   our   Nous  

The   connection   between   almsgiving   and   discipleship   is   far   more   organic   to   our   lives   than  
many   of   us   realize.   Prayer,   fasting,   and   almsgiving   are   primarily   tools   God   gives   us   to   grow   in  
our   relationship   with   Him;   they   are   means   and   not   ends.    We   do   not   pray   because   God   needs  
our   prayers.   We   do   not   fast   because   God   needs   our   fasting.   And   as   hard   as   it   is   for   those   of   us  
in   the   modern   American   Church   to   believe   God’s   primary   reasons   for   wanting   us   to   give   is   not  
because   the   Church   needs   our   money;   it   is   so   that   we   can   spiritually   grow.   

In   the   middle   of   the   Sermon   on   the   Mount   Jesus   said,   “The   lamp   of   the   body   is   the   eye,  
If   therefore   your   eye   is   good,   your   whole   body   will   be   full   of   light.   But   if   your   eye   is   bad,   your  
whole   body   will   be   full   of   darkness.”   (Mt   6.22-23)   

Patristic   theology   teaches   that   the   eye   of   the   body   to   which   Jesus   refers   is   the   nous,   that  
part   of   man   which,   according   to   Kallistos   Ware,   “...understands   eternal   truth   about   God...not  
through   deductive   reasoning,   but   by   direct   apprehension   or   spiritual   perception   -   by   a   kind   of  
intuition…”    The   nous   is   to   the   body   and   soul   of   man   as   the   sun   is   to   the   earth.   With   adequate  
sunlight   life   on   earth   flourishes;   without   it   everything   dies.   In   the   same   way,   a   clean   nous   is  
essential   for   growth   in   the   spiritual   life,   while   a   darkened   nous   leads   to   spiritual   death.  

This   concept   has   become   a   foundational   precept   of   Orthodox   theology.   It   is   the   basis   of  
our   teaching   that   purification   from   all   kinds   of   different   passions   is   an   essential   step   on   each   of  
our   journeys   toward   illumination   and   deification.   However,   what   is   often   not   appreciated   about  
this   teaching   is   that   Jesus   proclaims   this   truth   as   an   integral   part   of   an   intense   and   extended  
discussion   of   finances.   In   the   verses   immediately   before   this   passage   Jesus   challenges   His  
disciples   to   store   up   heavenly   rather   than   earthly   treasures,   because    “ ...   where   your   treasure   is,  
there   your   heart   will   be   also.”   The   verses   immediately   after   consist   of   a   long   encouragement   to  
trust   God   for   financial   provision.   Therefore,   while   purifying   ourselves   from   a   variety   of   different  
passions   is   important,   Jesus   seems   to   place   the   highest   possible   priority   on   purification   from  
financial   passions.   

The   reason   for   this   priority   is   because   finances   are   one   of   the   aspects   of   our   lives   that  
consumes   most   of   our   attention.   The   amount   of   money   we   have   often   determines   many   aspects  
of   our   lives   including   how   much   education   we   get,   the   kinds   of   jobs   we   have,   how   many   hours  
we   work,   and   where   we   live.   Because   finances   are   so   important   to   our   lives,   I   suspect   that   the  
vast   majority   of   us,   if   we   are   really   honest   with   ourselves,   would   acknowledge   that   we   spend   a  
lot   of   time   thinking   about   them.   Those   of   us   with   less   money   are   often   preoccupied   by   the   stress  
of   paying   off   large   credit   card   and   student   loan   debts,   unexpected   medical   or   car   repair   bills,  
and   the   need   to   set   aside   adequate   retirement   savings.   Wealthy   people   often   spend   a   lot   of   time  
thinking   about   how   to   maximize   the   return   on   their   investments.   For   parishes,   seminaries,   and  
charities   the   amount   of   money   at   their   disposal   often   determines   how   effectively   they   can  
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accomplish   their   missions,   or   even   whether   they   can   continue   to   exist.    Bishops,   priests,   and  
leaders   of   schools   and   charities   often   carry   a   heavy   burden   worrying   about   the   financial   health  
of   their   churches   and   organizations.   Concern   about   money   even   reaches   into   monasteries.  
When   I   once   asked   an   abbot   if   his   monks   worried   much   about   money,   he   answered,   saying   with  
an   ironic   smile,   "No,   they   don't.   But   I   do."   

Because   God   understands   how   important   financial   issues   are   to   all   of   our   lives   the  
Scriptures   devote   enormous   attention   to   this   topic,   in   both   the   Old   and   New   Testaments.   While  
in   our   churches   we   frequently   talk   about   prayer   and   fasting   but   largely   avoid   the   topic   of  
personal   finances,   Jesus   talked   far   more   about   money   than   prayer,   fasting,   and   even   love  
combined.   Indeed,   financial   issues   constitute   more   of   His   teaching   ministry   than   any   other  
single   topic   except   the   Kingdom   of   God.   Depending   on   one's   criteria   between   20%   and   40%   of  
all   Jesus'   parables   deal   directly   or   indirectly   with   significant   financial   issues.   The   liturgical  
consciousness   of   the    Church    also   reflects   this   emphasis.   In   the   2018   calendar   year  
approximately   20%   of   Sunday   Gospel   readings   dealt   prominently   with   money.   The   reason   for  
this   heavy   emphasis   is   because   all   of   us   desperately   need   this   teaching,   in   order   cleanse   our  
nous,   so   that   we   can   achieve   eternal   life.   The   rest   of   this   talk   explores   some   of   what   those  
teachings   are.   

Question   for   reflection:  

1. What   are   some   of   the   financial   passions   in   my   life   from   which   I   need   to   cleanse   my  
nous?   How   do   I   do   this?  
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Whole   Burnt   Offerings    
The   Scriptures   mention   various   kinds   of   offerings   including   whole   burnt   offerings,   free  

will   offerings,   sin   offerings,   grain   offerings,   and   tithes.   By   far   the   most   commonly   mentioned   is  
the   whole   burnt   offering.   The   Orthodox   Study   Bible   uses   the   word   tithe   52   times   and   the   phrase  
“whole   burnt   offering”   227   times.   The   first   recorded   act   of   God-pleasing   worship   was   Abel’s  
offering,   which,   according   to   Cyril   of   Alexandria,   was   wholly   consumed   by   fire   sent   from   heaven  
while   nothing   happened   to   Cain’s   offering.   This   is   how   Cain   knew   that   God   was   pleased   with  
Abel’s   offering   and   not   with   his   own.   Noah,   Abraham,   and   Job   gave   whole   burnt   offerings.   Since  
these   offerings   were   given   before   the   institution   of   the   Law   it   strongly   suggests   an   ontological  
significance   for   our   understanding   of   almsgiving   even   in   the   church   age.   After   proclaiming   God’s  
Ten   Commandments   in   Exodus   20   the   very   next   commandment,   what   otherwise   might   have  
been   called   the   Eleventh   Commandment,   was   to   build   an   altar   to   receive   burnt   offerings   and  
various   other   kinds   of   offerings.   Moses,   Samuel,   David,   Solomon,   Elijah,   and   many   others  
sought   God   and   worshipped   Him   with   whole   burnt   offerings.  

By   far   the   most   significant   Old   Testament   occurrence   of   an   attempted   whole   burnt  
offering   was   Abraham's   journey   with   Isaac   to   Mt.   Moriah.   Isaac’s   poignant   question   as   he  
carried   firewood   on   his   back   while   Abraham   walked   beside   him   carrying   a   torch   with   fire   reveals  
the   entire   purpose   of   this   trip.    “My   father...Look,   the   fire   and   the   firewood,   but   where   is   the  
sheep   for   the   whole   burnt   offering?”   Since   this   offering   is   the   most   explicit   Old   Testament   type   of  
the   offering   of   Christ,   the   lamb   of   God,   on   the   cross,   it   clearly   shows   that   the   crucifixion   itself   is  
in   itself   a   kind   of   whole   burnt   offering.  

The   feature   of   a   whole   burnt   offering   that   most   jars   our   contemporary   sensibility   is   that  
no   one   benefited   from   it.   It   was   just   consumed   on   the   altar.   The   Old   Testament   economy   largely  
measured   wealth   by   the   size   of   one’s   flock   or   landholdings.   We   measure   wealth   by   the   amount  
of   money   one   has.   Therefore,   in   order   to   accurately   translate   the   nature   of   a   whole   burnt  
offering   from   the   Old   Testament   agrarian   paradigm   into   our   capitalistic   paradigm,   we   need   to  
imagine   that   one   Sunday   our   parish   collected   all   its   offerings   in   cash,   no   checks.   Just   before   the  
end   of   the   Liturgy,   the   entire   collection   would   be   brought   to   the   front   of   the   church.   At   the   Royal  
Doors,   the   priest   would   then   bless   it   and   offer   it   up   to   God.   With   great   reverence   and   solemnity,  
he   would   then   carefully   lay   the   money   out   on   the   altar   -----------   and   light   it   on   fire,   a   “holy   fire.”  
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But   what   was   the   point   of   such   an   offering   in   the   Old   Testament   and   what   would   be   the  
point   of   such   a   “holy   fire”   in   our   parish   today?   Many   of   us   watching   thousands   of   dollars   burn   on  
a   parish   altar   would   be   scandalized,   offended,   and   even   outraged,   by   such   wastefulness.   Surely  
something   worthwhile   could   have   been   done   with   this   money.   The   priest   could   have   used   it   for  
his   own   needs,   if   not   many   poor   people   in   our   community.   It   could   at   least   have   been   used   to  
pay   down   the   church   mortgage.   However,   the   very   wastefulness   and   extravagance   of   such   an  
offering   is   precisely   the   point.   God   doesn’t   need   our   offerings.   He   owns   the   wealth   of   heaven.  
Even   the   largest   gifts   of   our   wealthiest   benefactors   add   nothing   to   His   abundance.   Rather,   they  
are   an   opportunity   God   provides   for   us   to   be   able   to   grow   in   our   ability   to   sacrificially   give.   They  
are   a   means   by   which   we   can   even   become   participants   and   even   imitators   of   God’s   own  
profligate   generosity   in   behalf   of   each   of   us   personally   and   the   entire   creation.   The   famous  
words   of   John   3.16   tell   us   that   when   God   the   Father   wanted   to   most   powerfully   demonstrate   His  
infinite   love   for   the   world,   He   gave   the   most   valuable   treasure   He   could   possibly   give,   His   only  
begotten   Son.   In   2   Corinthians   Paul   wrote   of   the   generosity   of   Jesus,   who   "...   though   He   was  
rich,   yet   for   your   sake   He   became   poor,   so   that   you   through   His   poverty   might   become   rich."   (2  
Cor   8.9)   Creation   itself   overflows   with   the   awe-inspiring   generosity   of   God.  

Like   prayer   and   fasting,   almsgiving   helps   us   grow   in   theosis.   Interestingly   while   all   three  
of   these   ascetic   disciplines   are   important,   God   the   Father   does   neither   of   the   first   two.   He  
neither   fasts   nor   prays.   But   He   does   give   generously.   Therefore,   sacrificial   giving   is   an  
opportunity   to   enter   into   an   aspect   of   the   Life   of   God   that   is   accessible   in   no   other   way.   In   his  
oration   "On   the   Love   of   the   Poor",   Gregory   of   Nyssa   says   of   generosity   to   the   poor,   "Mercy   and  
good   deeds   are   works   God   loves;   they   divinize   those   who   practice   them   and   impress   them   into  
the   likeness   of   goodness,   that   they   may   become   the   image   of   the   Primordial   Being....”  

Not   all   the   offerings   in   the   Old   Testament   were   whole   burnt   offerings.   There   were   tithes  
given   to   support   the   liturgical   ministry   of   the   Temple   and   the   poor   as   well   as   a   variety   of   other  
offerings.   However,   the   frequent   occurrence   of   entirely   “useless”   whole   burnt   offerings  
undoubtedly   kept   the   fundamentally   sacred   nature   of   all   offerings   at   the   forefront   of   the  
consciousness   of   the   people   of   God   in   a   way   that   we   have   perhaps   entirely   lost.   For   them,  
offerings   were   an   integral   part   of   worship,   an   opportunity   to   tangibly   express   love   and   gratitude  
to   God.   For   us,   offerings   have   become   primarily   a   means   of   paying   parish   bills   and   funding  
important   ministries.   To   the   degree   we   emphasize   the   utilitarian   nature   of   offerings   we   miss   out  
on   the   sacred   holiness   of   making   an   offering   to   God.   Paradoxically,   therefore,   the   practical  
wastefulness   of   the   Old   Testament   whole   burnt   offerings   spiritually   enriched   their   donors,   while  
the   practical   usefulness   of   our   offerings   spiritually   impoverishes   ours.  

John   chapter   12   records   an   example   of   a   “whole   burnt   offering.”   Six   days   before   the  
Passover   Mary   poured   out   a   pound   of   extremely   expensive   perfume   on   Jesus’   feet.   One   of   the  
disciples   who   watched   was   outraged   by   this   wastefulness,   just   as   many   of   us   would   have   been  
watching   the   morning   offering   burn   on   a   parish   altar.   Unable   to   contain   his   frustration   he   said,  
“Why   wasn’t   this   perfume   sold   and   the   money   given   to   the   poor?”   As   you   know,   the   disciple   who  
said   this   was   Judas.   Unlike   Judas,   and   perhaps   unlike   us,   Jesus   had   no   concern   about   the  
wastefulness   of   Mary’s   sacrifice.   He   defends   her   offering,   saying,   “ Let   her   alone….   For   you  
always   have   the   poor   with   you,   but   you   do   not   always   have   Me.”   Jesus   didn’t   say   this   because  
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He   didn’t   care   about   helping   poor   people.    But   He   saw   that   this   act   of   worship   transformed  
Mary’s   heart   in   a   way   that   was   far   more   valuable   to   God   than   even   helping   many   poor   people.   

God   has   created   each   of   us   in   a   way   so   that   can   experience   the   joy   of   generosity   even  
in   our   daily   lives.   For   example,   we   are   all   familiar   with   the   sense   of   joy   that   we   feel   after   we   do  
something   really   nice   for   someone   else   that   they   had   no   reason   to   expect. The   generous   deed  
itself   enables   us   to   become   a   little   more   like   God,   and   thereby   sense   more   of   the   joy   of   HIs  
presence.   In   addition,   each   generous   act   expands   the   capacity   of   our   hearts   to   be   able   to   more  
fully   understand   the   infinite   love   God   has   for   each   of   us   not   just   with   our   minds,   but   as   a   matter  
of   personal   experience.   This   is   why   truly   generous   people   are   typically   so   joyful.  

Even   non-religious   research   studies   clearly   demonstrate   this   phenomenon.   The  
introduction   of   a   recent   book   by   Christian   Smith   and   Hilary   Davidson   called,    The   Paradox   of  
Generosity:   Giving   We   Receive,   Grasping   We   Lose ,   begins   by   summarizing   the   results   of   some  
of   their   studies:  

   

“Generosity   is   paradoxical.   Those   who   give,   receive   back   in   turn.   By   spending  
ourselves   for   others’   well-being,   we   enhance   our   own   standing.   In   letting   go   of   some   of  
what   we   own,   we   better   secure   our   own   lives.   By   giving   ourselves   away,   we   ourselves  
move   toward   flourishing.   This   is   not   only   a   philosophical   or   religious   teaching;   it   is   a  
sociological   fact.   

“The   generosity   paradox   can   also   be   stated   in   the   negative.   By   grasping   onto  
what   we   currently   have,   we   lose   out   on   better   goods   that   we   might   have   gained.   In  
holding   onto   what   we   possess,   we   diminish   its   long-term   value   to   us.   By   always  
protecting   ourselves   against   future   uncertainties   and   misfortunes,   we   are   affected   in  
ways   that   make   us   more   anxious   and   vulnerable   to   future   misfortunes.   In   short,   if   we   fail  
to   care   for   others,   we   do   not   properly   take   care   of   ourselves.   It   is   no   coincidence   that   the  
word   ‘miser’   is   etymologically   related   to   the   word   ‘miserable.’”    

              

              In Acts   chapter   20   Luke   records   details   of   Paul’s   final   meeting   with   the   Ephesian   elders,  
a   group   of   friends   with   whom   he   had   developed   a   close   relationship   during   his   3   years  
ministering   in   their   church.   After   deeply   grieving   them   by   saying   that   they   would   never   see   him  
again,   Paul   gave   a   few   final   words   of   instruction,   a   kind   of   spiritual   last   will   and   testament.   If  
each   of   you   knew   that   you   were   leaving   on   a   journey   and   would   never   see   your   children   or  
loved   ones   again,   what   would   be   your   final   words   of   wisdom?   Paul’s   final   words quoted   Jesus,  
“It   is   more   blessed   to   give   than   to   receive.”   (Acts   20.35)   His   choice   of   the   topic   of   giving   is   a  
stunning   surprise.   I   would   have   expected   him   to   emphasize   the   overwhelming   importance   of  
love,   as   he   did   in   1   Corinthians   13,   or   to   mention   one   of   the   great   theological   themes   he   wrote  
about   in   Romans   or   Ephesians.   But   not   only   is   his   choice   of   the   topic   of   giving   startling,   but   the  
idea   that   he   expresses   that   it   is   more   blessed   to   give   than   to   receive   appears   utterly  
nonsensical.   Paul   appears   to   have   lost   touch   with   reality.   The   vast   majority   of   people   in   this  
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world,   even   in   the    Church ,   would   much   rather   receive   a   huge   financial   windfall   from   a   great  
business   investment   or   winning   the   lottery,   than   give   away   much   of   their   bank   account.   

But   Paul   said   this   because   he   understood   a   profound   spiritual   mystery   that   is   beyond   the  
capacity   of   those   with   predominantly   utilitarian   minds   to   grasp.   The   Paschal   joy   that   we   so  
powerfully   proclaim   and   experience   at   every   Easter   celebration   is   because   Jesus’   whole   burnt  
offering   on   the   Cross   created   a   new   cosmic   reality,   a   new   ontology   of   being.   This   is   the   source  
of   the   inexhaustibly   joyful   proclamation   of   the   Paschal   Troparion,   “Christ   is   risen   from   the   dead,  
trampling   down   death   by   death,   and   on   those   in   the   tombs   bestowing   life.”   The   paradox   of   this  
proclamation,   that   must   have   arrested   the   attention   even   of   the   angels,   is   that   the   means   of  
Christ’s   defeat   of   death   was   death   itself.   As   Chrysostom’s   Paschal   sermon   says,   “Let   no   one  
fear   death,   for   the   Savior’s   death   has   set   us   free...   (Hell)   took   a   body,   and   met   God   face   to   face.  
It   took   earth,   and   encountered   Heaven.”   The   Old   Testament   whole   burnt   offerings   are   not   only   a  
foreshadowing   of   Christ’s   defeat   of   death   by   death,   but   they   are   a   type   of   our   own   path   to  
resurrection   life   through   all   forms   of   sacrificial   living,   but   especially   through   sacrificial   offerings.  
This   revelation   of   the   work   of   the   cross   has   shattered   the   worldly   paradigm   that   accumulating  
wealth   is   either   the   means   to   achieve   or   the   measure   of   personal   success.    In   the   new   cosmic  
reality   success   can   only   be   experienced   by   giving   away   our   wealth   and   power.   We   no   longer  
give   offerings   to   pay   parish   bills,   but   to   experience   God’s   transformation   of   our   own   hearts.   

Every   Divine   Liturgy   powerfully   epitomizes   the   power   of   this   potential   personal  
transformation.   Prior   to   the   Liturgy   the   people   of   God   bring   an   offering   of   ordinary   bread   and  
ordinary   wine   to   the   Proskomedia.   Then,   during   the   Divine   Liturgy   itself,   these   ordinary   offerings  
are   returned   to   us   as   the   very   Body   and   Blood   of   Christ.   This   is   precisely   the   paradigm,   the  
model,   for   what   happens   to   every   sacrificial   offering   we   give   for   the   sake   of   the   love   of   God.  
This   is   the   transformation   Jesus   pointed   to   when   he   asked   us   to   consider   how   a   seed   that   falls  
into   the   ground   that   “wastefully”   dies,   subsequently   bears   much   fruit   (Jn   12.24).   It   is   the  
transformation   that   occurs   through   a   life   that   “becomes   obedient   to   death,   even   death   on   a  
cross”   (Phil   2.8)   so   that   it   then   achieves   a   place   at   his   right   hand.   

One   important   thing   to   note,   however,   is   that   because   God’s   love   for   us   is   fully  
incarnational,   if   we   do   not   bring   any   bread   and   wine   to   the   Liturgy,   or   if   we   do   not   bring   truly  
sacrificial   tithes   and   offerings   to   the   church,   then   we   deny   ourselves   the   opportunity   to  
experience   the   mystery   of   resurrection   life   in   our   personal   lives.    Therefore,   in   proportion   to   the  
degree   of   gratitude   we   feel   for   God’s   goodness   to   us,   let   us   consider   “wastefully”   giving   to   God  
with   the   same   unfettered   “foolishness”   that   animated   Mary’s   grateful   sacrificial   gift.   If   our   life   is  
now   filled   with   hardship   so   that   we   have   little   for   which   to   be   grateful,   simply   frequent   smiles   to  
complete   strangers   may   be   a   sacrifice   that   God   greatly   rewards.   If   we   have   much   for   which   to  
be   grateful,   we   might   consider   making   a   substantial   contribution   to   our   parish   above   and   beyond  
our   usual   tithe   and   offerings,   perhaps   asking   that   it   be   largely   distributed   to   needy   people.   If   we  
feel   overwhelmed   with   gratitude   for   God’s   many   blessings   on   our   life   we   might   consider  
anonymously   giving   cash,   completely   setting   aside   any   thought   of   a   tax   deduction,   to   one   or  
more   needy   families,   perhaps   even   a   financially   struggling   priest.   And   if,   apart   from   any   degree  
of   gratitude   we   might   feel,   we   want   to   most   radically   embrace   the   incomprehensible   mystery   of  
the   resurrection   power   of   the   cross,   we   might,   in   complete   secrecy,   make   a   truly   sacrificial  
whole   burnt   offering   of   a   substantial   amount   of   cash.   I   would   emphasize   that   the   primary  
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motivation   for   each   of   these   acts   of   generosity   would   not   be   to   help   the   recipients,   but   to   gain   for  
ourselves   the   experience,   even   now,   of   resurrection   life.   

 
Questions   for   reflection:  
1. What   are   some   experiences   of   blessing   that   you   have   had   as   a   result   of   sacrificial  

giving?   
2. Why   does   the   Church   often   honor   people   who   give   large   donations   more   than   "poor  

widows"   who   give   sacrificially?   What   effect,   if   any,   does   this   have   on   the   spiritual  
pursuit   of   our   people   (both   wealthy   and   poor)?   

3. What   are   some   "whole   burnt   offerings"   that   you   could   give   in   the   future   for   the   sake  
of   experiencing   God's   blessing   on   sacrificial   giving?  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wealth  
   

              One   day   some   visitors   asked   St   Anthony   the   Great   why   some   people   were   wealthy   and  
others   poor.   He   responded   saying   something   like   this,   “This   is   not   a   question   with   which   you  
should   concern   yourselves.   Be   content   with   what   you   have.   Who   has   wealth   and   who   doesn’t   is  
a   matter   of   the   Providence   of   God.”  

              Books   or   articles   about   wealthy   people   often   describe   the   grueling   days,   years,   and  
even   decades   of   arduous   work   required   to   achieve   their   success.   Often,   they   have   had   to  
overcome   enormous   obstacles   that   required   heroic   degrees   of   diligence   and   personal   resiliency.  
In   addition,   many   of   these   people   have   had   brilliant   minds   enabling   them   to   create   and   execute  
ideas   and   plans   that   have   dramatically   changed   the   world.   These   stories   fill   me   with   admiration  
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and   respect.   But   whenever   I   hear   these   stories,   I   also   cringe   a   little   bit   inside.   Actually,   I   cringe   a  
lot.   The   reason   for   my   discomfort   is   because   in   addition   to   their   hard   work,   business   acumen,  
and   heroic   resiliency   there   is   another   element   accounting   for   their   success   which   is   almost  
universally   left   out   of   their   stories,   and   which   may   be   the   most   important   factor   of   all.   It   is,   as   St  
Anthony   said,   the   Providence   of   God.  

This   unacknowledged   reason   for   why   some   people   become   wealthy   and   others   don’t   is  
something   I   encounter   on   a   daily   basis   in   my   neurological   practice   when   I   see   patients   with  
severe   cognitive   and   physically   impairments   due   to   conditions   such   as   Down’s   syndrome,  
refractory   seizures,   severe   Multiple   Sclerosis,   disabling   strokes,   serious   head   injuries,   or  
devastating   brain   infections.   Recently   I   was   called   to   consult   on   a   severely   disabled   34-year-old  
gentleman   in   the   hospital   with   frequent   seizures.   He   had   been   a   completely   normal   and   healthy  
toddler   growing   up   in   a   well   to   do   family   in   the   upscale   Southern   California   community   of  
Newport   Beach.   At   the   age   of   14   months   he   contracted   meningitis.   Despite   the   best   efforts   of  
even   world-renowned   specialists   at   UCLA   he   ended   up   being   severely   handicapped.   Physically  
he   can   only   lie   in   bed   or   be   pushed   around   in   a   wheelchair.   He   is   fed   through   a   tube   into   his  
stomach   because   he   is   unable   to   safely   swallow.   Intellectually   he   is   only   vaguely   aware   of   his  
surroundings.   He   can’t   talk   or   understand   anything   that   is   said   to   him.   Although   he   is   still   a  
relatively   young   man,   he   will   never   become   wealthy.   Is   it   possible   that   at   age   14   months   any   of  
you,   my   dear   readers   and   hearers,   might   have   similarly   contracted   meningitis   and   been   as  
disabled   as   my   patient?   As   it   turns   out   one   of   most   critical   prerequisites   for   becoming   wealthy   is  
simply   having   reasonably   good   physical   health.   And   intellectual   brilliance   is   almost   entirely   an  
inherited   genetic   trait.   Warren   Buffett   has   often   attributed   a   lot   of   his   success   to   what   he   calls  
“winning   the   ovarian   lottery.”  

              In   addition,   not   only   are   health   and   genetic   brilliance   important   but   circumstances   of   birth  
often   play   a   huge   role   in   determining   who   gets   wealthy   and   who   doesn’t.   The   likelihood   of  
someone   born   in   North   Korea,   Bangladesh,   Somalia,   or   the   Amazon   jungle   becoming   wealthy   is  
far   less   than   that   of   someone   born   in   Silicon   Valley.   The   families   into   which   we   are   born   also  
play   a   role   in   determining   financial   success.   The   main   reason   I   have   had   a   relatively   good  
income   as   a   doctor   is   because   my   father,   who   was   himself   a   physician,   strongly   pushed   me   in  
this   direction.   There   is   in   my   parish   a   gentleman,   a   little   younger   than   me,   who   is   far   smarter  
than   I   am.   He   is   also   extraordinarily   dexterous   with   his   hands.   I   am   convinced   that   if   he   had  
been   born   to   my   father,   that   he   would   now   be   a   world   famous,   and   extremely   wealthy,   cardiac  
surgeon.   And   if   I   had   had   his   father,   I   would   be   struggling   financially   to   simply   make   ends   meet,  
as   he   now   is.  

              In   Deuteronomy   Moses   emphasizes   the   importance   of   avoiding   the   temptation   to   believe  
that   we   can   earn   wealth   apart   from   the   providential   power   of   God.   

“ Beware   that   you   do   not   forget   the   L ORD    your   God...when   you   have   eaten   and  
are   satisfied,   and   have   built   good   houses   and   lived    in   them,    and   when   your   herds   and  
your   flocks   multiply,   and   your   silver   and   gold   multiply,   and   all   that   you   have   multiplies,  
then   your   heart   will   become   proud   and   you   will   forget   the   L ORD    your   God....Otherwise,  
you   may   say   in   your   heart,   ‘My   power   and   the   strength   of   my   hand   made   me   this   wealth.’  
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“But   you   shall   remember   the   LORD   your   God,   for   it   is   He   who   is   giving   you   power   to  
make   wealth…”    (Deut   8.11-18)  

 

                  The   entire   purpose   of   God’s   providential   gift   of   wealth   is   to   support   the    Church    and  
to   be   the   means   for    God’s   merciful   provision   for   poor   people.   Alan   Barnhart   is   a   deeply  
committed   Christian   who   has   lived   out   this   purpose.    I   met   Alan   a   few   years   ago   at   a   conference  
in   Colorado   Springs.    (A   17   minute   video   of   his   remarkable   story   is   available   at   the   following  
link:          https://vimeo.com/99540117        )     While   a   college   student   majoring   in   engineering   at   the  
University   of   Tennessee   he   thoroughly   studied   what   the   Bible   says   about   money   and   wealth.  
Because   of   his   strong   desire   to   follow   Christ   with   all   his   heart   Alan   became   deeply   concerned  
about   the   many   Scriptural   warnings   about   the   danger   wealth   can   pose   for   the   spiritual   journey.  
For   example,   in   considering   Jesus’   parable   of   the   seed   scattered   on   the   four   different   kinds   of  
soil,   he   wasn’t   too   worried   about   the   first   two   soils.   He   was,   however,   quite   concerned   about   the  
third   soil.   It   was   a   good   soil   in   which   good   seed   was   planted.   But   it   never   produced   the  
hundred-fold   fruitfulness   of   the   fourth   soil   because   the   growth   of   its   seed   was   choked   out   by  
“… the   cares   of   this   world   and   the   deceitfulness   of   riches…”   (Mt   13.22)   Therefore,   when   Alan  
and   his   brother   took   over   their   parents’   small   family   business   in   Memphis,   they   took   several  
steps   to   achieve   in   their   lives   the   fruitfulness   of   the   fourth   soil.    One   of   the   most   important   of  
these   was   to   establish   a    financial   “finish   line,”   a   predetermined   maximum   level   of   income   on  
which   they   would   live   even   if   their   business   prospered.   Any   income   their   business   earned   above  
this   amount   they   would   give   away   to   the   Kingdom   of   God.   The   finish   line   they   chose   was   three  
and   a   half   times   the   poverty   level.   Their   first   year   they   were   thrilled   that   the   business   even  
survived.   They   gave   away   the   $50,000   they   earned   above   their   financial   finish   line.   The   second  
year   they   had   $150,000   to   give.   For   the   next   23   years   the   business   grew   at   a   rate   of   25%   a  
year.   Thus,   within   a   few   years   they   had   a   million   dollars   a   year   to   give.    By   about   2008,   and   ever  
since,   they   have   given   away   more   than   a   million   dollars   a   month.   The   business   became   worth  
over   $250   million.   But   despite   this   huge   and   growing   income   he   and   his   family   still   live   their  
relatively   simple   lives   at   their   financial   finish   line   of   3   ½   times   the   poverty   level.   Alan   does   not  
see   increases   in   his   income   as   an   opportunity   to   increase   his   standard   of   living,   but   rather   to  
increase   his   standard   of   giving.  

A   growing   movement   exists   among   many   Protestants   to   establish   financial   finish   lines  
for   their   lives.   I   am   even   aware   of   a   godly   Orthodox   couple   who   live   off   only   a   small   portion   of  
the   profits   their   business   generates.   In   addition,   a   few   years   ago   they   started   a   second   business  
from   which   they   give   all   their   profits   to   God.      

In   his   fourth   century   preaching   on   the   story   of   the   rich   young   ruler   Basil   the   Great   came  
to   some   of   the   same   conclusions   as   Alan   Barnhart,   although   for   completely   different   reasons.  
Basil   was   born   into   an   extremely   wealthy   and   socially   prominent   family.   His   father,   Basil   the  
elder,   was   a   famous   lawyer   and   a   member   of   the   Roman   aristocracy.   Therefore,   far   more   than  
the   vast   majority   of   other    Church    Fathers   he   had   deep   personal   experience   about   what   it   is   like  
to   attempt   to   manage   great   wealth   in   a   godly   way.   Given   this   background   those   of   us   with  
wealth   in   our   culture   would   be   well   served   by   closely   attending   to   what   he   says.   
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Personally,   I   am   very   sympathetic   to   the   predicament   the   rich   young   ruler   got   himself  
into   with   Jesus.   He   has   been   victimized   by   much   undue   criticism   in   the    Church . First,   I   don’t  
think   he   gets   nearly   enough   credit   for   the   spiritual   hunger   he   showed   by   simply   coming   to   Jesus  
seeking   eternal   life.   How   often   does   someone   with   great   wealth   and   power   visit   your   parish   to   in  
order   to   ask   the   priest   how   to   find   eternal   life?   

Secondly,   he   was   earnest   enough   about   this   desire   that   he   was   unafraid   to   come   to  
Jesus   publicly,   rather   than   in   the   middle   of   the   night   as   Nicodemus   did.   This   would   be   like   Mark  
Zuckerberg   standing   up   in   the   middle   of   a   Parish   Life   Conference   asking   a   bishop   how   to  
become   Orthodox.    And   Jesus   wasn’t   dressed   in   expensive   vestments   at   a   fancy   hotel.   He   was  
a   homeless   man,   surrounded   by   shabbily   dressed   fishermen,   a   tax   collector,   and   a   radical  
political   zealot.   

Thirdly,   from   a   practical   standpoint   what   Jesus   asked   him   to   do   was   irresponsible   and  
reckless.   Even   if   the   rich   young   ruler   desperately   wanted   to   give   everything   he   had   in   order   to  
follow   Jesus,   he   surely   would   have   had   to   consider   the   devastating   impact   this   divestment   might  
have   on   many   other   people   in   his   life.   This   would   especially   be   true   if   he   had   a   wife,   children,  
living   parents,   or   perhaps   disabled   distant   relatives   who   depended   on   him   for   support.   But   even  
if   he   was   a   single   childless   orphan,   he   may   have   had   business   partners   whom   he   would   be  
leaving   in   the   lurch.   Surely,   he   had   to   be   concerned   about   disrupting   the   lives   of   the   many  
people   who   supported   their   families   as   employees   in   his   business   or   even   just   tending   his  
garden,   cleaning   his   home,   or   making   his   clothes.   For   those   of   you   who   are   priests,   on   parish  
councils,   or   on   the   Board   of   Trustees   of   St   Vladimir’s,   the   rich   young   ruler   may   have   been  
concerned   about   what   would   happen   to   the   equivalent   types   of   organizations   in   his   life   if   they  
lost   one   of   their   largest   donors   because   he   no   longer   had   any   money   to   give.    Perhaps   it   was  
considerations   such   as   these,   and   not   hardness   of   heart,   that   caused   the   rich   young   ruler   to   turn  
away   from   following   Jesus.   Suppose   Jesus   asked   any   of   you   to   give   away   everything,   aren’t  
these   the   kinds   of   things   which   might   cause   you   to   refuse?   

Finally,   there   is   the   issue   of   how   much   more   difficult   it   is   to   give   away   a   large   amount   of  
money   then   a   small   amount.    For   example,   the   $50,000   tithe   of   someone   with   a   yearly   income  
of   $500,000   requires   the   sacrifice   of   the   opportunity   to   buy   a   luxury   car   or   an   extravagant   family  
vacation.    On   the   other   hand,   the   poor   widow   who   gave   away   her   last   two   pennies   was   not  
going   to   be   able   to   buy   very   much   with   that   money   anyway.   So,   the   wealthy   man   is   giving   away  
a   new   car.   The   poor   widow   is   giving   away   a   few   crumbs   of   bread.   

Having   provided   at   least   some   defense   for   the   rich   young   ruler   I   would   now   like   to  
explore   what   we   might   be   able   to   learn   from   his   encounter   with   Jesus.   In   the   observations   that  
follow   I   am   deeply   indebted   to   the   wonderful   commentary   by   C.   Paul   Schroeder   in   his  
introduction   to   the   collection   of   four   homilies   by   St   Basil   the   Great   called    On   Social   Justice .   

One   of   the   issues   which   often   arises   in   discussing   the   story   of   the   rich   young   ruler   is   how  
generalizable   Jesus’   command   to   dispossess   himself   was.   By   far   the   most   common  
interpretation   in   our   contemporary   American   Church   is   that   this   story   represents   a   unique   and  
special   case,   not   applicable   to   the   vast   majority   of   wealthy   Christians.   According   to   this   view   the  
issue   isn’t   the   money   itself   but   having   a   heart   attitude   of   dispassion   toward   money.   This  
explanation   has   led   historically   to   what   Mr.   Schroeder   calls   a   two-tiered   approach   to   dealing   with  
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wealth   in   the    Church .   One   tier   was   for   people   in   the   world   who   would   continue   to   own   wealth,  
but   in   as   dispassionate   a   way   as   possible.   The   second   tier   was   for   monastics   who   sell   all   their  
worldly   possessions   in   order   to   forever   make   a   decisive   break   with   any   worldly   attachment   to  
money.   For   example,   when   St   Anthony   one   day   heard   the   story   of   the   rich   young   ruler   read   in  
church,   he   took   his   recently   received   inheritance,   used   some   of   it   to   provide   for   his   sister,   and  
then   gave   the   rest   of   it   away   to   the   poor.   He   then   headed   out   to   the   desert.   It   should   be  
emphasized   that   both   tiers   of   this   approach   are   entirely   focused   on   removing   from   the   heart   the  
passions   associated   with   money.  

St   Basil   the   Great   took   an   entirely   different   approach.   In   his   view   the   priority   was   not  
seeking   a   dispassionate   attitude   toward   money   but   rather   fulfilling   the   commandment   to   love  
one’s   neighbor.   In   his   sermon   on   the   Rich   Young   Ruler,   Basil   said,   that   the   primary   issue   was  
not   whether   the   rich   young   ruler   was   dispassionate   concerning   money,   but   whether   he   had  
fulfilled   God’s   second   great   commandment   to   love   his   neighbor   as   himself.   And   so,   Basil   says,  
as   if   speaking   to   the   young   man,   “...you   are   far   from   fulfilling   the   commandment…   that   you   have  
loved   your   neighbor   as   yourself.   ...For   if   what   you   say   is   true,   ...then   how   did   you   come   by   this  
abundance   of   wealth?   ….   those   who   love   their   neighbor   as   themselves   possess   nothing   more  
than   their   neighbor;   yet   surely,   you   seem   to   have   great   possessions!   How   else   can   this   be,   but  
that   you   have   preferred   your   own   enjoyment   to   the   consolation   of   the   many?”   And   then   comes  
Basil’s   summary   statement ,   “For   the   more   you   abound   in   wealth,   the   more   you   lack   in   love.”  
(emphasis   added)  

One   of   the   most   sobering   lines   for   me   in   the   Orthodox   funeral   service   says   that   in   death,  
“kings   and   beggars   shall   dwell   together.”   Very   few   people   have   the   deep   spiritual   maturity   of  
Alan   Barnhart   or   Basil   the   Great   required   to   resist   the   temptation   to   spend   riches   on   a   nice  
lifestyle.   From   an   eternal   perspective,   Lazarus,   the   beggar   in   the   bosom   of   Abraham   from   whom  
the   rich   man   in   hell   begged   a   drop   of   water,   had   a   marked   advantage   over   the   rich   man  
because   he   never   had   to   face   the   temptation   to   spend   his   wealth   on   a   beautiful   home   and   all  
kinds   of   luxuries.   I   once   heard   a   highly   respected   Protestant   missionary   say   than   in   her   many  
years   of   experience   the   hardest   people   in   the   world   to   help   find   salvation   were   not   Muslims,  
Hindus,   Buddhists,   Jews,   or   even   atheists.   They   were   wealthy   people.   Jesus   Himself   said,   “It   is  
harder   for   a   camel   to   go   through   the   eye   of   a   needle   than   for   a   rich   man   to   enter   the   Kingdom   of  
Heaven.”   (Mt   19.24)   

There   are   two   kinds   of   Olympics,   the   regular   Olympics   for   the   world’s   greatest   athletes  
which   is   open   to   all   competitors.   Then   there   are   the   Special   Olympics   for   which   only   people   with  
disabilities   are   eligible. In   the   Special   Olympics   a   variety   of   accommodations   are   made   for  
measuring   athletic   success   that   are   not   made   in   the   regular   Olympics.   Recognizing   the  
extraordinary   “disability”   wealthy   people   face   in   the   journey   toward   salvation   I   am   convinced   that  
at   the   Final   Judgement   God,   in   His   unfathomably   generous   Mercy,   will   most   certainly   make  
some   Special   Olympics   like   “accommodations”   for   wealthy   people.   In   the   meantime,   I   strongly  
encourage   everyone   to   pray   regularly   and   fervently   for   the   salvation   of   any   wealthy   people   you  
know.   They   regularly   face   extremely   dangerous   temptations   to   self-indulgence   with   their   wealth.  
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Questions   for   reflection:  

1. What   are   some   of   the   providential   circumstances   by   which   God   has   given   you  
wealth?  

2. Who   are   some   people   you   know   who   show   the   hundred-fold   fruitfulness   of   the   seed  
growing   in   the   fourth   soil?   What   does   this   fruitfulness   look   like?  

 

Tithing  
               Tithing   is   one   of   God’s   greatest   gifts   to   His   people.   While   all   God’s   commandments   are  
valuable   (Ps   118)    His   desire   to   bless   us   through   the   commandment   to   tithe   is   so   extraordinarily  
great   that    He   stakes   His   reputation   on   it.   Suppose   that   just   as   a   visiting   bishop   began   his   homily  
one   Sunday   morning   in   your   parish   a   new   parishioner   in   the   front   row   stood   up   and   interrupted  
him   saying,   “Your   Grace,   before   listening   to   a   word   you   say   I   would   like   to   test   your   Scriptural  
and   patristic   knowledge.    Please   tell   me   where   you   got   your   theological   education   and   what   kind  
of   grades   you   got.   Also,   I   have   a   brief   quiz   to   assess   your   patristic   knowledge.”   Everyone   would  
be   scandalized   by   such   a   blatant   affront   to   the   bishop   personally,   to   say   nothing   of   the   dignity   of  
his   office.   But   the   Scriptures   teach   that   if   it   was   Jesus   who   visited   our   parish   one   day,   perhaps  
disguised   as   a   bishop,   and   if   the   topic   of   his   homily   was   tithing,   Jesus   would   not   be   in   the  
slightest   offended   about   being   tested   in   this   way.   Indeed,   He   would   be   delighted!   

Moses   clearly   taught,   " You   shall   not   put   the   LORD   your   God   to   the   test... "   (Deut   6.16)  
When   the   devil   tempted   Jesus   in   the   wilderness   to   throw   Himself   down   from   the   highest   point   of  
the   Temple,   Jesus   based   His   refusal   to   do   this   by   quoting   this   same   verse   from   Deuteronomy,  
"Do   not   put   the   Lord   your   God   to   the   test."   (Lk   4.12)   So,   it   is   clearly   forbidden   by   Scripture   to  
test   God.   There   is,   however,   one   huge   exception.   And   this   has   to   do   with   tithing.   Speaking   for  
God   the   prophet   Malachi   says,   "Bring   the   whole   tithe   into   the   storehouse,   that   there   may   be  
food   in   my   house.   Test   me   in   this,"   says   the   Lord   Almighty,   "and   see   if   I   will   not   throw   open   the  
floodgates   of   heaven   and   pour   out   so   much   blessing   that   there   will   not   be   room   to   store   it."   (Mal  
3.10)  

In   what   way   does   God   bless   tithing?    It   does   not   primarily   mean   that   He   makes   us   rich,  
as   teachers   of   the   heretical   so   called   “Prosperity   Gospel”   say.   I   once   heard   a   Pastor   give   one   of  
the   best   explanations   I   have   ever   heard   about   how   God   blesses   tithing.   He   said,   “When   we  
bless   God   with   our   money,   God   blesses   us   with   the   things   that   money   can't   buy."   What   are  
these   things   that   even   millions   of   dollars   can't   buy?   They   are   growing   in   our   experience   of   the  
presence   of   God,   joy   in   the   depths   of   our   souls,   peace   in   our   relationships   with   loved   ones,   and  
deep   communion   with   God   in   prayer.   One   of   the   most   powerful   effects   of   tithing   is   on   the  
integrity   of   our   faith   in   the   eyes   of   our   own   children.   Few   things   more   powerfully   demonstrate   to  
them   that   we   actually   believe   our   Faith   than   the   choice   to   tithe.   And   few   things   more   clearly  
make   us   appear   hypocritical   than   failing   to   tithe.  

One   of   my   favorite   stories   about   how   God   blesses   tithing   is   that   of   a   family   with   several  
young   children   that   decided   to   tithe   despite   being   somewhat   tight   financially.   In   order   to   do   this,  
they   had   to   sacrifice   their   weekly   family   dinner   out   and   occasional   trips   to   the   movies.   Instead  
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they   stayed   home   and   played   board   games.   After   a   few   months   the   mother   and   father   realized  
that   spending   more   time   together   had   significantly   enhanced   their   marriage   and   created   much  
closer   relationships   with   their   children.  

I   would   be   remiss   if   I   did   not   state,   with   absolute   and   forceful   clarity,   that   for   most   people  
it   appears   that   God   certainly   does   financially   bless   those   who   tithe.   Few   of   them   become   rich,  
but   most   find   something   far   more   valuable   than   riches,   financial   peace.   For   this   reason,   starting  
to   tithe   is   one   of   the   first   steps   someone   in   financial   distress   should   try   to   take,   if   it   is   at   all  
possible.   I   have   my   own   personal   story   of   how   God   has   greatly   blessed   me   over   the   years  
through   tithing,   both   personally   and   financially.   One   particularly   dramatic   story   occurred   at   a  
time   in   my   life   when   I   had   a   lot   of   financial   problems.   I   strongly   encourage   any   of   you   who   have  
yet   to   test   God   by   tithing   to   talk   to   people   who   have.   Ask   them   about   their   experiences.   The  
most   important   outcome   of   this   whole   talk   for   you   may   be   that   you   yourself   begin   to   experience  
the   blessing   that   God   promises   for   those   who   test   Him   by   tithing.   

               I   can’t   think   of   an   explanation   as   to   why   God   picked   10%   as   the   number   to   give.   Why  
wasn’t   it   7%,   or   12%?   I   do   think   that   it   is   worth   noting   that   the   10%   is   a   fixed   percentage.   One   of  
the   topics   that   sometimes   comes   up   in   discussions   of   tithing   is   whether   it   should   be   given   to   the  
church   or   just   generally   to   charity.   I   have   four   reasons   why   I   strongly   believe   that   the   tithe,   and  
indeed   perhaps   most   Christian   charitable   donations,   should   be   given   to   one’s   local   parish.  

First,   the   definite   specification   that   we   should   give   a   certain   amount,   10%,   has   a   liturgical  
quality   to   it.   When   we   participate   in   the   Divine   Liturgy,   we   say   the   words   that   the   Holy   Spirit   has  
given   to   the    Church ,   not   our   individual   prayers.   In   the   same   way   the   tithe   is   a   sacrifice  
prescribed   by   God   of   a   certain   amount   of   our   income,   not   a   matter   of   individual   choice.   At   times  
God   will   bring   individual   needy   people   across   our   paths.   These   may   be   the   hungry,   thirsty,  
naked,   strangers,   sick,   and   imprisoned   described   in   Matthew   25.   How   much   we   give   to   them   is  
a   matter   God   leaves   entirely   to   our   personal   discretion.   But   the   tithe   is   fixed.  

The   liturgical   nature   of   the   tithe   is   underlined   by   the   fact   that   the   clear   Old   Testament  
commandment   was   to   give   the   tithe   to   the   Temple.   The   New   Testament   practice   appears   to  
continue   this   tradition.   Acts   Chapter   4   describes   the   common   practice   in   the   early    Church    that  
offerings   were   laid   “at   the   apostle’s   feet,”   which   for   us   would   be   similar   to   bringing   it   to   the  
parish.   In   the   early   centuries   of   the    Church    it   was   also   customary   for   offerings   to   be   brought   to  
the   church   and   given   to   the   Deacons   before   the   start   of   the   Liturgy.   These   offerings   were   then  
brought   back   to   the   altar   area   and   blessed.   They   would   then   be   distributed   as   appropriate   after  
the   service.  

Second,   far   more   glory   is   brought   to   God   if   needy   recipients   receive   their   gift   from   the  
hands   of   the   church   rather   than   my   hands.    Let   them   offer   thanks   to   God,   rather   than   to   me.   Let  
them   praise   His   name,   rather   than   mine.   The   same   would   be   true   of   gifts   to   charitable  
organizations   such   as   FOCUS,   IOCC,   OCMC,   or   St   Vladimir’s.  

Third,   personal   gifts   both   to   individuals   and   charities   often   create   unhealthy   interpersonal  
relational   dynamics.   Few   people,   even   among   priests,   have   the   spiritual   and   emotional   maturity  
to   receive   personal   gifts   without   it   warping   relationships.   And   the   hearts   of   donors   can   also  
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easily   be   corrupted.   Unfortunately,   I   have   personally   witnessed   serious   problems   arise   in  
relationships   as   a   result   of   personal   gifts.   

My   fourth   reason   for   encouraging   charitable   giving   to   be   done   through   parishes   is   that  
the   gift   of   spiritual   wisdom   does   not   necessarily   accompany   either   the   gift   of   wealth   or   a   heart   of  
generosity.   And   even   if   it   did,   surely   the   conciliar   wisdom   of   a   parish   community   will   usually   far  
exceed   that   of   any   one   individual.   For   example,   sometimes   truly   exceptional   discernment   may  
be   required   to   know   if   the   financial   need   of   a   particular   individual,   or   a   charitable   organization,  
may   be   the   precise   means   God   might   be   using   to   direct   them   in   His   will.   Perhaps   it   is   the   means  
by   which   God   wants   to   call   a   person   or   a   charitable   organization   to   a   season   of   purifying   their  
hearts   for   more   effective   service.   Perhaps   financial   difficulties   are   the   means   God   wants   to   use  
to   move   a   particular   person   to   a   different   city,   to   encourage   them   to   get   more   training   or  
schooling,   or   even   to   go   to   seminary.   They   may   be   the   means   by   which   He   leads   a   charitable  
organization   to   consider   changes   in   how   they   are   doing   their   ministry,   or   the   people   they   serve.  
God   may   even   want   them   to   close   down!   Those   who   take   the   potential   consequences   of   their  
giving   seriously   will   long   for   the   discernment   available   through   the   wisdom   of   a   godly   parish  
community   to   help   them   make   godly   giving   decisions.   It   is   a   truly   frightening   prospect   to  
consider   the   possibility   that   giving   just   because   there   is   a   need,   but   without   godly   discernment,  
may   inadvertently   cause   people   or   organizations   to   seriously   miss   the   will   of   God.   And   on   the  
other   hand,   it   may   be   equally   or   perhaps   even   more   frightening   to   miss   fail   to   give   to   someone,  
through   lack   of   godly   discernment,   precisely   the   amount   of   money   they   need   to   confirm   God’s  
leading   in   their   lives.   

I   have   occasionally   heard   the   objection   that   the   command   to   tithe   is   an   Old   Testament  
legalism   that   no   longer   pertains   to   Christians.   However,   I   would   point   out   that   whereas   the   New  
Testament   explicitly   abrogates   several   Old   Testament   commandments,   such   as   those   requiring  
circumcision   and   dietary   restrictions,   several   Old   Testament   commandments   are   strongly  
upheld.   For   example,   when   one   of   the   scribes   came   up   to   Jesus   and   asked   Him,   “’Which   is   the]  
first   commandment   of   all?’      Jesus   answered   him,   ‘The   first   of   all   the   commandments    is:    ‘Hear,   O  
Israel,   the   Lord   our   God,   the   Lord   is   one.      And   you   shall   love   the   Lord   your   God   with   all   your  
heart,   with   all   your   soul,   with   all   your   mind,   and   with   all   your   strength.   This    is    the   first  
commandment.      And   the   second,   like    it,   is    this:   ‘You   shall   love   your   neighbor   as   yourself.’”   (Mk  
12.28-31).   In   this   response   Jesus   is   explicitly   quoting   Deuteronomy   6.5   for   the   first   great  
commandment   and   Leviticus   19.8   for   the   second.   In   another   example   of   the   importance   of   Old  
Testament   commandments,   Paul   explicitly   enjoins   the   Ephesians   to   obey   the   fourth   of   the   Ten  
Commandments   with   the   words,     “Honor   your   father   and   mother,”   which   is   the   first  
commandment   with   promise:…”   (Eph   6.2)    It   is   important   to   note   that   Paul   emphasizes   that   the  
reason   for   obeying   this   Old   Testament   commandment   is   because   through   Moses   God   has  
promised   to   bless   us   for   such   obedience.   As   I   have   already   mentioned,   the   purpose   of   all   God’s  
commandments   is   not   to   constrain   us   but   to   bless   us.   The   promise   of   God   through   Malachi   for  
tithing   exactly   parallels   His   promise   through   Moses   regarding   honoring   our   parents.   

When   Jesus   rails   against   the   hypocrisy   of   the   Pharisees   notice   that   he   does   not  
condemn   their   tithing   but   their   neglect   of   more   important   matters.   “’Woe   to   you,   scribes   and  
Pharisees,   hypocrites!   For   you   pay   tithe   of   mint   and   anise   and   cumin,   and   have   neglected   the  
weightier    matters    of   the   law:   justice   and   mercy   and   faith.”   He   then   adds   the   very   important  
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comment,   “These   (the   “weightier   matters   of   the   law”)   you   ought   to   have   done   without   leaving   the  
others   (tithing)   undone.’”   (Mt   23.23)   Therefore,   in   this   passage,   and   a   very   similar   one   in   Luke  
11.42,   Jesus   not   only   avoids   abrogating   the   tithe   when   He   had   a   clear   opportunity   to   do   sol,   but  
He   actually   seems   to   affirm   its   importance.   

   As   early   as   the   second   century   Irenaeus   of   Lyon   responded   to   a   similar   concern   about  
whether   tithing   was   an   Old   Testament   legalism   that   Christians   should   ignore.   In    Against  
Heresies    he   wrote,   “And   for   this   reason   they   [the   Jews]   had   indeed   the   tithes   of   their   goods  
consecrated   Him,   but   those   who   have   received   liberty   set   aside   all   their   possessions   for   the  
Lord’s   purposes   bestowing   joyfully   and   freely   not   the   less   valuable   portions   of   their   property,  
since   they   have   the   hope   and   better   things   [hereafter];   as   the   poor   widow   acted   to   cast   all   her  
living   into   the   treasury   of   God.”   In   other   words,   from   a   New   Testament   perspective   10%   was   the  
“easy”   Old   Testament   standard.   But   under   the   new   covenant   it   is   only   the   starting   point.   In   their  
pursuit   of   righteousness,   the   Pharisees   were   fastidious   tithers.   But   Jesus   says   to   us   as   His  
disciples,   “that    unless   your   righteousness   exceeds   the   righteousness  of   the   scribes   and  
Pharisees,   you   will   by   no   means   enter   the   kingdom   of   heaven.”   (Mt   5.20)    The   goal   of   our  
Christian   faith   is   to   give   away   everything,   as   both   the   poor   widow   and   Jesus   did.   

Once   one   has   established   a   certain   lifestyle   which   may   include   an   expensive   mortgage,  
leveraged   investments,   or   significant   car   payments   it   may   be   difficult   to   have   enough   disposable  
income   to   tithe,   much   less   to   give   more   than   a   tithe.   It   is,   therefore,   crucial   that   we   teach   our  
children   at   an   early   age   about   God’s   blessing   on   tithing.   Starting   out   their   working   careers  
budgeting   to   give   at   least   a   tithe   will   enable   them   to   organize   their   entire   financial   lives   in   a  
spiritual   way.  

As   all   of   you   know   under   the   Old   Covenant   there   were   actually   three   tithes.   We   are   quite  
familiar   with   the   first   and   third   of   these.   The   first   tithe   was   for   support   of   the   ministry   of   the  
Temple.   We   might   say   that   this   was   to   adequately   provide   for   clergy   and   facilities.   The   third  
tithe,   given   every   three   years,   was   for   the   support   of   poor   people.   The   second   tithe   is   largely  
unknown   to   us.   It   was   what   I   will   call   a   “celebration   tithe.”   It   is   mentioned   in   Deuteronomy   (Deut  
14.22-26)   and   also   in   the   book   of   Tobit   (Tob   1.6-8).   It   was   not   actually   given   to   the   Temple   but  
was   used   to   fund   large   celebrations   when   the   people   of   God   gathered   for   the   three   major   old  
covenant   feasts.   If   we   wanted   to   embrace   such   a   “celebration   tithe,”   which   I   would   love   to   see  
us   do,   it   might   include   covering   hotel   and   meal   expenses   for   large   church   gatherings   such   as  
what   the   Antiochian   Church   calls   Parish   Life   Conferences.   The   purposes   of   these   gatherings  
include   encouraging   the   spiritual   growth   of   our   people   and   enabling   people   from   different  
parishes   get   to   know   one   another.   They   also   represent   opportunities   for   our   young   people   to  
meet   future   spouses.   Unfortunately,   the   wonderful   potential   benefits   of   these   conferences   are  
not   available   to   the   large   number   of   our   faithful   who   can’t   afford   the   hotel   and   transportation  
costs   required   to   attend.   Imagine   the   joy   that   we   would   bring   to   the   heart   of   God,   and   these  
people,   if   money   from   a   second   tithe   went   to   make   it   possible   for   them   to   attend.  

One   further   thing   I   would   like   to   emphasize   is   that   in   the   Old   Testament   tithes   were  
ordained   by   God   as   an   integral   part   of   membership   in   the   people   of   God.   They   were   not  
optional.   A   family   not   giving   them   was   not   considered   to   be   “in   good   standing”   in   the   community  
of   the   people   of   God.   I   do   not   propose   that   we   make   tithing   a   requirement   for   membership   in   our  
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parish   communities.   Unfortunately,   we   have   become   so   negligent   about   teaching   our   people  
about   this   pathway   to   blessing   that   many   of   our   people   are   too   spiritually   weak   to   receive   this  
message.   However,   I   do   suggest   that   we   make   tithing   to   the   local   parish   an   explicit   goal   for  
every   member   of   the   Orthodox   Church,   especially   for   those   with   the   financial   means   to   do   so.  
For   those   among   us   not   able   to   achieve   this   goal,   let   the   inability   to   do   so   become   an  
opportunity   to   grow   in   humility,   and   to   more   deeply   appreciate   the   magnitude   of   God’s   great  
mercy   toward   us.   

Questions   for   reflection:  

1. What   experiences   have   you   had   of   God's   blessing   on   tithing?   
2. What   is   the   best   way   to   teach   adults   about   tithing   if   they   have   only   rarely   heard  

about   this   blessing   before?  

 

 

 

 
 
 

Parish   Almsgiving  
   

             Orthodox    parishes,   charitable   organizations,   and   seminaries   need   money   in   order   to  
function.   Stated   succinctly,   “No   money.   No   mission.”    Unfortunately,   as   I   have   already  
mentioned,   this   need   for   money   has   sometimes   led   us   to   embrace    worldly   fundraising  
techniques   t hat   seriously   undermine   the   spiritual   vitality   of   our    Church.  

In   many   respects,   parishes   and   large   national   Orthodox   organizations   need   to   be  
considered   somewhat   separately   regarding   fundraising   issues.   The   crucial   difference   is   that   in  
parishes   people   have   close   relationships   and   frequent   interactions   with   one   another,   something  
that   is   not   typically   the   case   with   national   organizations.   However,   the   way   that   things   are   done  
at   a   local   level   inevitably   impacts   how   things   are   done   nationally,   and   vice   versa.   Therefore,  
observations   I   make   concerning   parish   fundraising   may   be   pertinent   to   national   organizations  
and   observations   concerning   national   fundraising   are   relevant   to   parishes.   Together   they   create  
our   overall   Orthodox   Christian   fundraising   ethos.  

This   section   of   my   talk   focuses   primarily   on   parish   fundraising   issues.   The   next   will   focus  
on   the   issues   of   national   organizations.  

I   will   begin   my   discussion   of   parish   fundraising   by   describing   the   example   one   of   the  
most   dynamic   parishes   I   have   ever   encountered.   It   was   led   by   Fr   Joseph   Corrigan.   I   was   one   of  
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its   members.   I   will   mention   six   basic   elements   of   Fr.   Joseph’s   approach   to   parish   life   that  
enabled   significant   spiritual   and   financial   success.   I   will   not   mention   some   problems   that   also  
occurred   in   our   midst,   taking   the   advice   of   the   Apostle   Paul   to   the   Philippians,   “Finally,   brethren,  
whatever   things   are   true,   whatever   things   are   noble…   if   there   is   any   virtue   and   if   there   is  
anything   praiseworthy—meditate   on   these   things.”   (Phil   4.8)  

First,   and   most   importantly,   Fr.   Joseph   consistently   inspired   us   with   a   breathtaking   vision  
of   the   enormous   privilege   we   had   to   be   part   of   the   people   of   God,   participants   in   the   life   of   the  
Church ,   and   members   of   the   Body   of   Christ.   This   grand   vision   inspired   many   of   us   to   pursue  
personal   and   corporate   holiness   with   more   intensity   than   we   had   ever   previously   done.   Out   of  
this   milieu   there   quite   unexpectedly   emerged   a   Christian   community   characterized   by   deep  
mutual   caring   and   commitment.   People   not   interested   in   this   vision   certainly   had   room   in   the  
community   for   whatever   level   of   spiritual   pursuit   they   chose.   But   accommodating   their   needs   did  
not   become   an   occasion   for   diminishing   the   opportunity   offered   to   those   seeking   a   more  
maximalist   experience   of   Christian   community.    Interestingly,   it   was   often   our   young   people   who  
most   easily   grasped   the   fullness   of   Orthodox   Christian   life.    During   visits   to   many   parishes   over  
the   years   I   have   often   been   saddened   at   how   little   appreciation   and   gratitude   many   of   our  
faithful,   especially   “cradle   Orthodox,”   have   for   the   rich   treasure   of   our   faith.    

            Second,   Fr.   Joseph   faithfully   imitated   the   example   of   Jesus   in   loving   parishioners   by  
clearly   teaching   about   God’s   blessing   on   tithing   and   generosity.   Sometimes   he   taught   about  
giving   frequently   and   sometimes   he   might   go   months   without   mentioning   the   topic   at   all.   The  
vast   majority   of   people   found   his   teaching   refreshing   and   enormously   beneficial.  

Third,   all   donations   were   collected   in   a   small   nondescript   box   with   a   slot   in   the   top  
located   at   the   back   of   the   church.   At   no   point   during   any   liturgical   service   were   collection   plates  
or   baskets   passed.   Sometimes   newcomers   who   wished   to   make   a   donation   actually   had   to   go  
hunting   around   to   locate   this   box.   The   relative   hiddenness   of   this   small   box   always   made   me  
feel   that   my   giving   had   a   sacred   quality,   as   if   God   was   the   only   witness   of   my   offering.   We   called  
the   donation   box   a   Joash   chest   after   the   model   of   King   Joash   described   in   2   Chronicles   24   and  
2   Kings   12.  

Fourth,   while   Fr   Joseph   intentionally   blinded   himself   to   how   much   any   particular   person  
gave,   he   explicitly   tasked   the   parish   Treasurer   with   roughly   tracking   how   faithfully   each   family  
appeared   to   be   giving.   Of   course,   it   was   fully   anticipated   that   spiritually   weaker   and   newer  
members   would   give   relatively   little,   or   not   at   all.   However,   if   someone   who   had   been   faithfully  
giving   over   an   extended   period   of   time   suddenly   deviated   from   their   usual   pattern   Fr.   Joseph  
wanted   to   know.   This   was   not   for   the   purpose   of   haranguing   anyone   to   give   more.   May   God  
forbid   that   any   priest   ever   do   anything   so   evil.   One   reason   he   wanted   to   know   was   because   it  
might   indicate   that   a   family   was   facing   unexpected   financial   hardship   and   needed   the   parish   to  
chip   in   financially   to   help   meet   these   needs.   Another   was   that   it   might   be   a   sign   that   a   family  
was   facing   serious   spiritual   trials   with   which   Fr.   Joseph   could   help.  

Fifth,   Fr.   Joseph   viewed   parish   finances   as   a   kind   of   “report   card”   from   God   about   how  
he   was   doing   in   his   pastoral   ministry.   If   the   parish   was   fairly   easily   able   to   pay   its   bills,   he  
interpreted   this   as   a   sign   of   God’s   pleasure.   It   was   not   the   only   measuring   stick   he   used,   but   it  
was   an   important   one.   If   there   was   financial   difficulty,   he   humbly   embraced   the   possibility   that  
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this   was   an   invitation   from   God   to   review   whether   he   was   doing   something   wrong   in   his  
personal   life   or   work   in   the   parish.   

Sixthly,   and   finally,   Fr.   Joseph   had   our   parish   give   a   tithe   of   all   offerings   we   received   to  
the   Archdiocese   as   an   extension   of   the   Old   Testament   teaching   that   priests   should   give   a   tithe  
of   the   tithes   that   they   themselves   received.   (Numbers   18:26.   Nehemiah   10:38).   We   did   this  
joyfully   and   willingly,   expectantly   looking   for   God’s   blessing   on   this   offering.   Many   of   us   believe  
that   God   did   bless   this   “sacrifice”   both   spiritually   and   financially.  

Spiritually,   one   of   the   greatest   of   these   blessings   has   occurred   in   my   own   family’s   life.  
My   wife   and   I   have   had   the   great   joy   of   seeing   the   godliness   that   life   in   this   parish   produced   in  
all   four   of   our   children   that   is   far   beyond   what   would   be   expected   with   them   having   a   father   like  
me.   We   have   seen   the   same   thing   in   the   families   of   many   others   in   our   parish.   God   also   poured  
out   enormous   financial   blessing   on   the   parish.   Our   small   parish   of   at   most   one   hundred  
members,   including   at   least   a   couple   dozen   young   children,   tithed   an   amount   to   the  
Archdiocese   far   more   than   the   vast   majority   of   parishes   that   were   far   larger   than   we   were.  

All   six   of   the   ingredients   that   made   up   Fr.   Joseph’s   approach   may   not   work   for   other   parishes.   I  
offer   them   here   so   that   others   can   consider   whether   even   a   few   of   them   might   be   of   value   in  
their   particular   situations.  

But   far   more   important   than   any   of   these   six   things   the   best   way   for   parishes   to   raise  
money   is   for   the   faithful   to   sense   God’s   love   from   their   priest   and   other   parish   leaders.   The  
importance   of   this   is   exemplified   by    one   of   the   most   amazing   fundraising   miracles   in   the   history  
of   the   people   of   God.   In   Exodus   35   Moses   asked   for   contributions   to   build   a   tabernacle   for   God  
in   the   wilderness.   The   resultant   outpouring   of   donations   was   so   exuberant   that   the   Scriptures  
explicitly   say   that   in   Exodus   36:6   Moses   actually   had   to   “command”   the   people   to   stop   giving.   In  
order   to   understand   why   this   fundraising   miracle   happened   we   need   to   attend   to   the   context   in  
which   it   occurred.   Exodus   chapter   32   tells   of   Moses   coming   down   from   Mt.   Sinai   from   40   days  
with   God   to   find   Aaron   and   the   people   worshiping   a   golden   calf   they   had   just   made.   God   was   so  
angry   at   this   apostasy   that   He   threatened   to   destroy   the   people.   But   in   Exodus   32:32   Moses  
prays   in   an   amazing   way.   “...please   forgive   their   sin,”   he   says   to   God,   “but   if   not,   then   blot   me  
out   of   the   book   you   have   written.”   In   response   to   Moses’   prayer   God   relents,   and   does   not  
destroy   the   people.   Therefore,   when   in   Exodus   35   Moses   asks   for   donations   for   the   tabernacle  
he   is   not   doing   so   simply   as   the   leader   of   the   people,   he   is   doing   so   as   one   who   has   literally  
offered   not   only   his   own   life   but   also   his   eternal   destiny   in   their   behalf.   Their   gratitude   expressed  
itself   in   overwhelming   generosity.   Such   is   the   power   of   sacrificial   love   in   motivating   parish  
giving.  

I   have   two   specific   suggestions   for   things   we   could   do   that   would   at   least   partially   imitate  
Moses’   great   love   for   his   people.   The   first   is   to   clearly   teach   about   tithing.   One   of   the   great  
tragedies   of   current   American   Orthodox   life   is   that   largely   through   ignorance   many   of   our   people  
are   now   deprived   of   the   experience   of   God’s   enormous   blessing   on   tithing.   I   would   love   to   say  
more   about   why   we   don’t   teach   more   about   such   a   solidly   Christian   topic   as   tithing   but   I   confess  
to   complete   befuddlement   concerning   this.   Couldn’t   such   teaching   be   done   with   the   same  
gentleness   and   kindness   with   which   we   occasionally   handle   other   issues   that   we   think   are  
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sensitive?   And   even   if   there   are   a   few   people   whom   we   can’t   escape   offending   even   with   the  
most   discrete   of   discussions,   shall   we   deprive   the   rest   of   the   blessing   of   God?    

My   second   suggestion   for   how   to   greatly   love   our   people   is   to   address   the   financial  
Christian   illiteracy   that   exists   among   so   many   of   our   people,   both   our   poor   and   rich.   By  
financially   illiterate   I   do   not   mean   that   they   are   unable   to   add,   subtract,   multiply,   or   divide.   I  
mean   that   they   have   never   learned   the   principles   of   godly   financial   stewardship.   This   applies   as  
much   to   wealthier   people   as   to   lower   income   people.   

For   poor   and   modest   income   people   the   most   immediate   issue   Christian   financial  
illiteracy   issue   to   deal   with   is   debt.   Many   of   our   people,   including   some   clergy,   suffer   debilitating  
amounts   of   debt.    As   an   illustration   of   how   surprising   debt   issues   can   be,   I   will   mention   the  
example   of   a   gifted   and   faithful   Orthodox   leader   who   regularly   helps   feed   and   clothe   homeless  
people.   Because   of   substantial   credit   card   debt   his   personal   balance   sheet   shows   a   net   worth  
that   is   significantly   negative.   Paradoxically,   therefore,   the   homeless   people   whom   he   serves  
have   a   significantly   better   balance   sheet   than   he   does.   Their   net   worth   is   only   zero.  

The   most   important   benefit   of   teaching   our   people   how   to   avoid   debt   will   be   spiritual,   not  
financial.   I   first   learned   about   the   spiritual   importance   of   debt   issues   from   a   Christian   financial  
stewardship   conference   in   Pasadena   taught   by   Larry   Burkett   in   1986.   The   most   impactful   thing   I  
learned   was   that   a   deep   commitment   to   avoid   debt   makes   it   possible   for   God   to   use   money   to  
lead   me   in   His   will.   God.   God   has   promised   to   provide   for   everything   I   need.   Therefore,   if   I   don’t  
presently   have   enough   money   available   for   a   purchase,   it   is   not   God’s   will   for   me   to   have   it,   at  
least   at   this   time.   Unless   the   purchase   is   for   life   saving   food   or   clothing   then   using   a   credit   card  
to   buy   something   one   otherwise   can’t   afford   is   simply   circumvention   of   God’s   will.    In   addition,  
unless   someone   is   willing   to   firmly   make   this   commitment   then   I   believe   it   is   impossible   for   God  
to   even   help   them.   Several   times   I   have   had   the   enormously   frustrating   experience   of   helping  
someone   completely   pay   off   a   credit   card   debt   that   they   were   helpless   to   repay,   only   to   learn  
that   within   a   few   short   years   they   again   had   unsustainable   amounts   of   debt.   In   retrospect,   all   I  
did   was   help   the   credit   card   companies.   

The   Apostle   Paul   addresses   the   spiritual   issue   that   underlies   debt   in   Philippians   4.13  
where   he   wrote,   “I   can   do   all   things   through   Christ   who   strengthens   me.”   This   well-known  
passage   is   often   used   to   encourage   people   facing   all   kinds   of   adversity   in   life.   However,   the  
words   that   immediately   precede   this   verse   make   it   clear   that   this   is   not   at   all   what   Paul   is   talking  
about.   He   is   talking   about   money,   and   specifically   financial   contentment.   Philippians   4.12   says,  
“ I   know   what   it   is   to   be   in   need,   and   I   know   what   it   is   to   have   plenty.   I   have   learned   the   secret   of  
being   content   in   any   and   every   situation,   whether   well   fed   or   hungry,   whether   living   in   plenty   or  
in   want.”   The   reason   so   many   people   in   our   country   are   in   debt   is   because   they   have   not  
learned   the   godly   contentment   that   Paul   is   describing.   

The   process   of   teaching   Christian   financial   literacy   will   have   to   begin   with   clergy   and   lay  
leaders   having   meaningful   conversations   with   their   people   about   finances.   Priests   don’t   have   to  
be   financial   wizards   to   have   these   conversations   to   have   an   amazing   impact.   Since   the   vast  
majority   of   us   have   a   lot   of   anxiety   about   finances,   and   no   one   to   talk   to   about   them,   many  
priests   will   be   astonished   to   learn   how   grateful   people   are   simply   to   be   able   to   have   these  
conversations.   In   addition,   through   this   process   financial   fears   or   anxieties   that   bubble   to   the  
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surface   will   offer   priests   new   insights   into   important   personal   issues   that   have   shaped   the   lives  
of   their   people.   These   new   insights   will   undoubtedly   help   pastorally.   When   practical   assistance  
with   things   like   how   to   budget   are   needed   these   tasks   could   be   delegated   to   experts   who   are  
members   of   the   parish,   or   otherwise   trusted   by   the   priest.   If   it   seems   warranted   it   may   be  
worthwhile   to   invite   Dave   Ramsey   like   programs   into   our   parishes.  

Wealthy   people   also   need   to   have   their   spiritual   financial   illiteracy   addressed.   It   may   be  
a   serious   mistake   to   assume   that   just   because   someone   might   be   very   sophisticated   in   the  
ability   to   accumulate   and   manage   vast   amounts   of   worldly   wealth   that   they   also   have   the  
spiritual   wisdom   to   know   how   to   manage   the   smallest   portion   of   it   in   a   godly   way.   Having   a  
priest   approach   a   wealthy   person   for   a   discussion   about   money   may   initially   seem   entirely  
counterintuitive.   Church   leaders   usually   only   talk   to   wealthy   people   to   ask   for   a   donation   or   to  
seek   their   wisdom   concerning   management   of   church   finances.   But   these   discussions   would  
focus,   as   Jesus   would   do,   on   the   significance   of   money   for   their   hearts.    More   specifically   they  
would   discuss   the   providential   nature   of   the   gift   of   wealth   and   its   purpose.   They   might   also  
discuss   whether   an   upscale   lifestyle   is   of   any   spiritual   value.   In   order   to   allow   these  
conversations   to   be   as   healthy   as   possible   they   should   be   preceded   by   a   stipulation   that   the  
priest’s   parish   will   refuse   any   donations   from   the   wealthy   person   exceeding   their   usual   giving  
pattern.   Not   only   will   such   a   stipulation   free   a   wealthy   person   to   deeply   listen,   it   will   free   the  
priest   to   profoundly   love.  

The   opportunity   to   honestly   talk   about   how   to   use   their   money   righteously   with   someone  
who   they   know   really   loves   them   may   be   a   gift   of   far   more   value   than   most   priests   can   possibly  
imagine.   Having   wealth   can   be   a   wonderful   gift   for   people,   but   it   can   also   sometimes   be   a   lonely  
burden   because   it   often   becomes   impossible   to   know   who   loves   them   for   their   money   and   who  
loves   them   for   who   they   really   are.   

Let   me   hasten   to   make   emphatically   clear   that   I   absolutely   and   categorically   reject   any  
kind   of   inquisitorial   intrusiveness   into   people’s   personal   finances.   I   am   not   so   naïve   as   to   believe  
that   many   wealthy   people   will   refuse   this   type   of   conversation,   for   any   number   of   reasons,   some  
of   them   completely   righteous   and   legitimate.   They   may   not   trust   either   the   wisdom   or   the  
spiritual   maturity   of   the   priest.   They   may   also   have   had   previous   bad   experiences   in   talking  
about   money   with   spiritual   leaders.   

                     I   understand   that   many   people   in   our    Church    consider   talking   with   one   another   and  
priests   about   personal   finances   to   be   a   subject   that   is   completely   off   limits.   This   is   true   whether  
the   conversation   is   with   poor   people   or   wealthy   people.   However,   it   needs   to   be   clearly   stated  
that   the   walls   of   taboo   that   many   of   us   have   built   around   this   topic   arise   out   of   an   entirely  
unchristian   view   that   such   issues   are   an   entirely   private   matter.   Nothing   among   the   people   of  
God   is   a   private   matter.   Just   as   Adam's   sin   was   not   just   a   private   matter   but   had   consequences  
for   every   other   person   in   the   human   race   so   do   each   of   our   own   “private”   acts   of   righteousness  
or   sin   breathe   either   life   or   death   into   the   lives   of   our   brothers   and   sisters   in   Christ,   especially  
those   in   our   local   parish   community.    

              But   if   we   take   up   the   challenge   of   really   loving   both   our   poor    and   our   wealthy   people  
regarding   financial   matters   I   expect   that   they   will   begin   to   experience   such   blessing   in   their  
spiritual   and   financial   lives   that   perhaps   many   of   them   will   one   day   feel   as   grateful   to   their  
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spiritual   leaders   as   the   people   of   God   in   the   wilderness   were   to   Moses.   And   out   of   this   gratitude  
they   may   even   respond   with   such   exuberant   giving   to   their   parishes   that   one   day   priests   will  
also,   like   Moses,   have   to   “command”   them   to   stop   giving.  

  Questions   for   reflection:  

1. Which   of   Fr.   Joseph   Corrigan’s   six   elements   of   teaching   his   parish   about   righteous  
financial   stewardship   might   be   useful   in   your   parish?   Why   would   each   of   these   either  
be   useful   or   not   useful?  

2. What   experiences   have   you   had   with   allowing   God   to   lead   you   in   His   will   by   refusing  
to   make   purchases   until   you   actually   had   the   money   available   (avoiding   debt)?   How  
can   we   teach   others   about   this?   

3. Would   your   priest   and   parish   leaders   be   willing   to   profoundly   love   parishioners   by  
having   serious   personal   conversations   with   both   poorer   and   wealthier   people   about  
Christian   financial   literacy?   Why   or   why   not?  
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Organizational   Almsgiving  
   

The   vast   majority   of   Orthodox   Archdioceses,   charitable   organizations,   and   educational  
institutions   are   chronically   underfunded.   This   occurs    despite   the   fact   that   we   live   in   one   of   the  
wealthiest   countries   in   the   wealthiest   generation   in   the   history   of   the   world.   Orthodox   Christians  
in   this   country   now   have   unprecedented   amounts   of   wealth   that   could   easily   fund   all   our  
financial   needs,   many   times   over.   Our   giving   in   this   country   now   averages   a   little   over   3%   of  
household   income,   with   the   overall   average   significantly   weighed   down   by   the   roughly   2%   that  
wealthy   people   give.   Something   in   our   current   financial   picture   is   seriously   amiss.   This   paltry  
amount   of   giving   may   be   a   major   contributing   factor   to   the   ineffectiveness   of   our   Orthodox  
spiritual   witness   in   this   country.   The   observation   that   Metropolitan   Philip   of   blessed   memory  
often   made   that,   “Orthodoxy   is   the   best-kept   secret   in   America”   is   not   a   compliment.  

Our   chronic   underfunding   is   not   primarily   a   financial   problem   but   the   result   of   a   serious  
spiritual   disease,   covetousness.   If   I   see   a   patient   in   the   Emergency   Room   with   a   severe  
headache,   I   can   temporarily   relieve   the   pain   with   morphine.   But   if   I   don't   diagnose   and   treat   the  
cause   of   the   headache,   whether   it   be   a   tumor,   stroke,   or   meningitis,   the   patient   may   die.   In   the  
same   way,   our   chronic   underfunding   is   like   a   headache.   Fundraising,   like   morphine,   provides  
temporary   relief.   But   the   potentially   fatal   disease   that   needs   treatment   to   prevent   our   patient’s  
spiritual   death   remains   untreated.  

Worldly   financial   paradigms   have   so   profoundly   corrupted   the    phronema    of   the    Church  
that   many   of   us   have   become   largely   ignorant   of   God’s   perspective   on   wealth   and   His   priorities  
for   how   to   spend   it.   As   a   result,   we   typically   spend   far   more   time   discussing   sexual   sins,   such   as  
fornication   and   pornography,   than   financial   sins,   such   as   covetousness.   But   God   takes   both  
seriously.   In   the   video   by   Alan   Barnhart   I   mentioned   earlier   he   provides   a   great   illustration   of  
how   this   blindness   might   play   itself   out   in   our   church   communities.   If   someone   told   close  
brothers   in   Christ   at   his   parish   that   he   was   cheating   on   his   wife   they   would   immediately   become  
alarmed.   They   would   undoubtedly   confront   him   with   his   sin   and   work   hard   together   with   their  
priest   to   try   to   restore   him   to   a   righteous   way   of   living.   But   if   this   same   person   told   these   same  
brothers   in   Christ   that   he   had   just   received   a   huge   bonus   at   work   that   he   had   just   spent   on   a  
variety   of   self-indulgent   luxuries   it   is   highly   unlikely   that   anyone   be   concerned   about   his  
covetousness.   Indeed,   they   would   probably   actually   congratulate   him.  

A   wonderful   recent   book   by   John   Cortines   and   Gregory   Baumer   helped   me   see   how  
often   God   even   mentions   sexual   sin   at   the   same   time   as   covetousness.   Their   book   is   called,  
True   Riches,   What   Jesus   Really   Said   about   Your   Money   and   Your   Heart .    An   obvious   example   of  
this   juxtaposition   occurs   in   the   tenth   of   the   Ten   Commandments   which   says,   “ You   shall   not  
covet   your   neighbor’s   house;   you   shall   not   covet   your   neighbor’s   wife...nor   anything   that   is   your  
neighbor’s.”   (Ex   20.17)   In   Hebrews   and   Ephesians    sexual   sin   and   covetousness   are   mentioned  
in   close   proximity   to   one   another.   “Marriage   should   be   honored   by   all   ...for   God   will   judge   the  
adulterer   and   all   the   sexually   immoral.     Keep   your   lives   free   from   the   love   of   money  
(covetousness)…”   (Heb   13.4-5)   “ For     this   you   know,   that   no   fornicator,   unclean   person,   nor  
covetous   man...   has   any   inheritance   in   the   kingdom   of   Christ   and   God.”   (Eph   5.5)  
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In   our   culture   it   is   easy   for   us   to   see   sexual   sin   as   damaging   to   our   spiritual   lives,   but   it   is   much  
harder   to   see   the   damage   that   covetousness   does.   Cortines   and   Baumer   present   a   very   helpful  
definition   of   covetousness.   “Coveting   isn’t   necessarily   the   desire   to   steal   or   take   something   from  
someone   else....   Coveting,   at   its   core,   is   simply   the   belief   that   if   I   had   more,   I’d   be   happy.”   (p.  
34)   In   summarizing   their   observations   about   what   both   the   Scriptures   and   the    Church    Fathers  
say   about   the   connection   between   sexual   sin   and   covetousness,   they   write,   “It's   easy   for   us   to  
agree   that   unrepentant,   flagrant   sexual   sin   indicates   a   lack   of   true   faith   or   devotion   to   Jesus.   But  
the   Bible   says   the   same   is   true   for   unrepentant,   flagrant   coveting... Spending   all   of   our   income  
on   ourselves   in   the   pursuit   of   fulfillment,   to   the   detriment   of   our   generosity,   is   like   regularly  
committing   adultery. ”   (pp.   35,37.   Emphasis   in   the   original.)  

The   Apostle   Paul   felt   that   covetousness   was   such   an   important   issue   that   he   twice  
explicitly   describes   “a   covetous   man...as   an   idolater.”   (Eph   5.5,   Col   3.5)   God’s   desire   for   us   to  
avoid   idolatry   is   so   important   to   His   love   for   us   that   it   is   a   central   element   in   three   of   the   Ten  
Commandments,   the   first,   second,   and   tenth.   I   have   already   quoted   the   tenth   commandment  
above.   Now   I   will   discuss   the   first   and   second   commandments.  

Both   of   the   first   two   of   God’s   Ten   Commandments   address   idolatry,   although   it   is   very  
hard   in   our   culture   to   see   how   this   applies   to   our   lives.   The   first   commandment   says,   “You   shall  
have   no   other   gods   before   Me.”   The   second   says,   “You   shall   not   make   for   yourself   an   idol…”  
When   many   of   us   hear   the   words   “other   gods”   and   “idol”   we   tend   to   associate   them   with   the  
statues   primitive   peoples   worshipped   long   ago.   Because   we   don’t   worship   such   statues,   we  
tend   to   quickly   dismiss   the   relevance   of   these   commandments   to   our   lives.   We   couldn’t   be   more  
wrong!   Idols   are   anything   we   prioritize   in   our   lives   that   distract   us   from   seeking   God   with   all   our  
hearts.   The   idols   primitive   peoples   worshipped   had   names   such   as   Baal,   Marduk,   Dagon,   and  
the   Ashtaroth   which   King   Solomon   worshipped.   Our   idols   have   names   such   as   Wealth   and  
Social   Status.   In   the   Church   being   seen   by   others   as   “spiritually   mature”   is   a   frequently  
worshipped   idol.   In   many   ways   we   worship   idols   with   far   more   devotion   that   primitive   peoples  
did.   Their   idols   stayed   at   family   or   community   altars.   We   carry   our   idols   around   in   our   hearts.  
They   worshipped   their   idols   only   at   set   times   of   prayer.   We   worship   our   idols   all   day   long   as   the  
guides   for   how   we   invest   and   spend   our   time   and   money.  

       God’s   commands   for   us   to   avoid   idols   and   worship   Him   alone   are   not   because   he   is   like   a  
craven   worldly   despot   who   narcissistically   demands   frequent   inflation   of   his   self-esteem.   They  
are   entirely   motivated   by   His   desire   for   our   good.   Spending   concentrated   time   and   energy  
appreciating   (worshipping)   the   grandeur   of   God’s   awe-inspiring   creativity,   beauty,   and   sacrificial  
love   expands   both   the   capacity   and   longing   of   our   hearts   to   contain   similar   greatness,   to   grow  
into   His   likeness.   The   nice   cars,   homes,   vacations,   and   even   spiritual   recognition   that   we   so  
often   pursue   are   false   gods   that   provide   only   a   cheap   and   ephemeral   feeling   of   happiness.   The  
deep   joy   and   contentment   for   which   we   all   long   and   for   which   we   were   created   can   only   be  
found   in   a   growing   and   meaningful   relationship   with   God.  

My   concern   about   the   fundraising   techniques   that   the    Church    often   imports   from   the  
world   is   that   they   undermine   and   even   actively   oppose   God’s   efforts   to   help   us   avoid   covetous  
idolatry.   Matching   gift   programs,   capital   campaigns,   and   elegant   banquets   featuring   bishops   or  
Orthodox   celebrities   occasionally   do   raise   significant   amounts   of   money,   and   they   have   the  
patina   of   promoting   godly   generosity,   but   they   subvert   the   Christian   spirituality   of   our   people.  
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Paradoxically,   from   a   long-term   perspective   they   therefore   also   tend   to   seriously   exacerbate   our  
fundraising   problems.   They   are   like   injecting   arsenic   instead   of   morphine.   The   most   effective  
long-term   solution   to   our   fundraising   needs   is   for   our   whole    Church ,   including   our   bishops,  
priests,   Confessors,   Development   officers,   and   lay   leaders   to   teach   our   faithful   to   see   their  
money   as   a   gift   God   gives   them   in   order   to   help   them   enter   eternal   life.  

A   fundamental   principle   of   fundraising   that   I   suggest   many   of   our   organizations   adopt   in  
order   to   keep   their   focus   on   God’s   priorities   is   this:   “God’s   work,   done   in   God’s   way,   will   always  
have   God’s   provision.”   It   is   perfectly   legitimate   for    Church    organizations   to   make   presentations  
about   programs   that   need   funding   as   well   as   exciting   visions   for   future   projects.   It   is   unhealthy  
to   offer   any   kind   of   inducement   to   give   apart   from   the   opportunity   to   grow   in   personal   financial  
righteousness.   The   inducements   I   have   sometimes   seen   used   include   public   donation  
acknowledgments   in   Souvenir   Programs,   Diocesan   publications,   email   lists,   and   names   placed  
on   plaques.   There   may   be   times   when   publicizing   donations   is   righteous   but   surely   they   will   be  
rare.   Unhealthy   inducements   may   also   include   red   ribbons   around   our   necks   and   matching   gift  
programs   which   offer   to   double   or   even   triple   the   financial   impact   of   a   gift.   How   much,   or   even  
whether,   anyone   else   gives   to   a   particular   cause   should   be   irrelevant   to   each   of   our   decisions  
made   in   the   context   of   our   own   prayerful   deliberations.   Perhaps   God   might   lead   us   to   be   the   first  
and   only   person   to   give   to   some   cause   that   no   one   else   has   ever   heard   of   but   which   deeply  
pleases   Him.   Inducements   to   give   are   like   fertilizer   that   grows   the   thorn   bushes   that   choke   out  
the   fruitfulness   of   the   plant   in   the   third   soil.   If,   instead   of   inducing   people   to   give   for   unhealthy  
reasons,   we   nourish   the   growth   of   plants   in   the   fourth   soil   the   resultant   hundred-fold   spiritual  
and   even   financial   growth   may   outstrip   our   ability   to   contain   it.  

Many   of   the   fundraising   techniques   I   have   mentioned   may   be   entirely   appropriate   for  
worldly   nonprofit   organizations   such   as   United   Way,   universities,   and   hospitals.   However,   unlike  
these   nonprofits   our   mission   as   the    Church    is   not   primarily   to   do   good   but   to   make   disciples,  
and   to   manifest   God’s   love   to   the   world.   This   distinction   may   superficially   appear   to   be   subtle,  
but   it   is   not.   It   has   to   do   with   the   fundamental   motivations   for   what   we   do.   For   example,   Mother  
Teresa   did   not   take   care   of   destitute   dying   people   in   order   to   cure   poverty.   She   did   it   as   the  
fulfillment   of   a   personal   desire   to   deeply   love   Jesus,   and   so   that   these   poor   people   could  
experience   the   greatness   of   His   love   in   their   dying   moments.   Such   motivations   are   entirely  
foreign   to   nonprofit   organizations   that   seek   to   do   good.   Therefore,   our   tendency   to   view   the  
“best   practices”   that   these   organizations   use   as   normative   for   our   own   fundraising   efforts   may  
lead   us   astray   from   God’s   priorities   for   the    Church .   Worldly   charities   measure   their   success   by  
result   based   metrics   such   as   the   number   of   meals   provided   to   the   homeless,   scholarships   given  
to   needy   students,   and   medical   needs   met.   Our   primary   metrics   are   changed   lives,   first   the  
changed   lives   of   our   donors   and   then   the   experience   of   God’s   love   that   our   recipients   receive.  
Let   me   suggest   a   thought   experiment   to   illustrate   this   point.   Suppose   our   Archdiocese   had   a  
fundraising   program   so   successful   that   many   of   our   people   sacrificially   gave   large   amounts   of  
money   that   funded   the   establishment   of   several   monasteries   and   mission   churches   and   also  
provided   care   for   thousands   of   refugees.    Would   God   be   pleased?   He   might   be.    But   He   might  
not.   For,   as   the   Apostle   Paul   wrote,   “Though   I   bestow   all   my   goods   to   feed   the   poor,   and   though  
I   give   my   body   to   be   burned,   but   have   not   love,   it   profits   me   nothing.”   (1   Cor   13.3)   God’s   metrics  
for   success   might   be   different   than   ours.  
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The   Apostle   Paul’s   fundraising   project   to   raise   money   for   the   poor   in   Jerusalem   provides  
a   model   of   effective   righteous   fundraising.    Paul   alludes   to   this   mission   in   several   of   his   letters  
but   he   describes   it   at   greatest   length   in   2   Corinthians   chapters   8   and   9.  

He   begins   chapter   8   by   referring   to   his   recent   fundraising   success   among   the   churches  
of   Macedonia.   The   truly   remarkable   thing   about   that   work   was   that   he   concentrated   his  
fundraising   among   poor   people.   This   is   completely   contrary   to   the   “practical   wisdom”   that   most  
worldly   fundraisers   and   capital   campaign   consultants   would   give.   They   typically   advise  
emphasizing   approaches   to   people   with   “financial   capacity.”   Even   Christian   Development  
Department   officers   who   see   themselves   as   having   a   sacred   vocation   and   spiritual   ministry   to  
nurture   generosity   among   the   faithful   must   often   prioritize   attention   to   wealthier   potential   donors.  
There   simply   is   not   enough   money   available   from   modest   and   low-income   potential   donors   to  
even   cover   their   own   salaries.   But   Paul   did   not   suffer   from   such   constraints   and   did   not   pay  
attention   to   such   consultants.   He   therefore   preached   the   salvific   message   of   godly   almsgiving  
even   to   poor   people.   His   message   was   so   successful   that   the   poor   of   the   Macedonian   churches  
were   not   only   persuaded   to   give   to   his   project   but   they   “pleaded”   for   the   opportunity   to   do   so.   As  
Paul   writes,   they   “urgently   pleaded   with   us   for   the   privilege   of   sharing   in   this   service   to   the  
Lord’s   people.”   Paul   then   explains   what   prompted   this   eagerness.   It   was   because   “...   they   gave  
themselves   first   of   all   to   the   Lord…”.    In   other   words,   Paul   first   cured   the   spiritual   illness   of   their  
passion   of   covetousness.   Then,   even   though   they   were   poor,   they   gave   generously.  

We   aren't   told   what   Paul   said   to   cure   the   Macedonians   but   presumably   he   used   similar  
medicine   to   what   he   used   in   his   letter   to   the   Corinthians.   There   he   prescribed   several   specific  
spiritual   treatments   which   I   will   list   below.    What   may   be   most   striking   to   us   is   what   is   completely  
absent   from   this   list.   There   is   absolutely   no   mention   of   the   worthiness   of   his   cause   or   how  
desperately   needed   contributions   were.   This   is   also   contrary   to   our   usual   approach   which  
attempts   to   emphasize   the   tremendous   good   that   donations   will   accomplish   and   how   much   they  
are   needed.   If   he   wanted   to,   I   am   sure   Paul   could   easily   have   described   with   great   pathos   the  
suffering   of   the   undernourished   children   and   mothers   in   Jerusalem.   But   he   didn’t.   Instead,   like  
Jesus,   he   concentrated   his   entire   focus   on   the   hearts   of   his   donors.  

Here   is   the   list.  

1.           He   stirs   up   the   gratitude   of   the   Corinthians   for   what   Jesus   has   already   done   for   them.    “For  
you   know   the   grace   of   our   Lord   Jesus   Christ,   that   though   he   was   rich,   yet   for   your   sake   he  
became   poor,   so   that   you   through   his   poverty   might   become   rich.”   (2   Cor.   8:9)  

2.           He   encourages   them   to   concentrate   on   the   act   of   giving   itself,   not   the   amount.       “For   if   the  
willingness   is   there,   the   gift   is   acceptable   according   to   what   one   has,   not   according   to   what   one  
does   not   have.”   (2   Cor   8.12)  

3.           Their   giving   would   demonstrate   the   mutuality   of   their   love   for   their   brethren   in   Jerusalem.  
This   is   the   oneness   that   Christ   said   would   manifest   that   the   Father   had   sent   Jesus   into   the   world  
(John   17.20-23).   It   was   also   a   oneness   that   they   could   be   confident   might   one   day   be  
reciprocated.   “Our   desire   is   not   that   others   might   be   relieved   while   you   are   hard   pressed,   but  
that   there   might   be   equality.   At   the   present   time   your   plenty   will   supply   what   they   need,   so   that  
in   turn   their   plenty   will   supply   what   you   need.   The   goal   is   equality,”   (2   Cor   8.13-14)  
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4.           He   says   God   would   bless   them   for   their   generosity.   “Remember   this:   Whoever   sows  
sparingly   will   also   reap   sparingly,   and   whoever   sows   generously   will   also   reap   generously.”   (2  
Cor   9.6)  

5.           Their   giving   is   a   matter   of   their   personal   relationship   with   God.   “Each   of   you   should   give  
what   you   have   decided   in   your   heart   to   give,   not   reluctantly   or   under   compulsion,   for   God   loves  
a   cheerful   giver.”   (2   Cor   9.7).  

6.           A   second   time   he   promises   God’s   blessing   on   their   giving.    “And   God   is   able   to   bless   you  
abundantly,   so   that   in   all   things   at   all   times,   having   all   that   you   need,   you   will   abound   in   every  
good   work.   As   it   is   written:   ‘They   have   freely   scattered   their   gifts   to   the   poor;   their   righteousness  
endures   forever.’”   (2   Cor   9.8-9).  

7.           A   third   time   he   says   that   God   will   bless   their   giving.    “Now   he   who   supplies   seed   to   the  
sower   and   bread   for   food   will   also   supply   and   increase   your   store   of   seed   and   will   enlarge   the  
harvest   of   your   righteousness.   You   will   be   enriched   in   every   way   so   that   you   can   be   generous  
on   every   occasion...”   (2   Cor   9.10-11)  

8.           Because   of   their   generosity   great   thanksgiving   will   pour   out   to   God.   “...and   through   us   your  
generosity   will   result   in   thanksgiving   to   God.   This   service   that   you   perform   is   not   only   supplying  
the   needs   of   the   Lord’s   people   but   is   also   overflowing   in   many   expressions   of   thanks   to   God.”   (2  
Cor   9.11-12)  

9.           The   recipients   of   their   gifts   will   pray   for   them.   “And   in   their   prayers   for   you   their   hearts   will  
go   out   to   you,   because   of   the   surpassing   grace   God   has   given   you.”   (2   Cor   9.14)  

   

          I   strongly   encourage   all   our   organizations   to   adopt   the   extremely   effective   fundraising  
principles   that   Paul   used.   Obviously,   the   implementation   of   these   principles   might   vary   quite   a  
bit   in   different   organizations.   I   don't   know   nearly   enough   about   how   such   organizations   work   to  
be   able   to   make   any   substantial   recommendations.       

              However,   I   do   have   one   small   suggestion   that   I   think   would   go   a   long   way   toward  
reorienting   our   efforts   towards    Paul’s   donor   centric   fundraising   approach.   We   could   choose   to  
refuse   to   accept   any   donations   unless   potential   donors   fulfill   two   specific   conditions.   The   first   is  
that   they   have   already   completed   a   tithe   to   their   local   parish.   This   loves   these   potential   donors  
by   encouraging   them   to   experience   God’s   blessing   on   tithing.   It   would   also   support   our   parishes  
by   demonstrating   our   commitment   to   the   centrality   of   their   mission   in   the   Orthodox   economia  
while   also   minimizing   any   potential   competition   with   them   for   donation   dollars.   One   of   the   most  
valuable   potential   consequences   of   such   a   commitment   is   that   parishes   might   find   themselves  
with   far   more   money   available   to   give   to   needy   causes   than   they   now   have.   Then   seminaries  
and   charitable   organizations   could   simply   have   conversations   with   priests   and   parish   councils  
about   funding   needs   rather   than   engage   in   all   kinds   of   clever   fundraising   efforts.  

             The   second   condition   is   to   request   that   potential   donors   with   outstanding   consumer   debt  
retire   their   debt   before   giving   us   donations.   I   do   not   advocate   interrogating   potential   donors  
about   their   finances   before   accepting   donations.   However,   it   would   be   easy   to   straightforwardly  
mention   these   two   conditions   in   all   fundraising   brochures   and   presentations.   Firmly   establishing  
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them   as   part   of   our   fundraising   ethos   would   clearly   express   the   commitment   of   our  
organizations   commitment   to   truly   love   our   donors,   not   just   their   money.   More   importantly,   the  
non-covetous   sacrificial   generosity   of   heart   that   this   approach   models   will   undoubtedly   be   one   of  
the   most   effective   treatments   we   could   possibly   find   in   order   to   help   cure   the   covetous   idolatry  
that   is   so   pervasive   in   our   culture   and   that   causes   so   much   of   our   chronic   underfunding.    It   also  
demonstrates   the   kind   of   profound   faith   that   might   elicit   from   God   a   miraculous   provision   of  
finances.           

  Questions   for   reflection:  

1. Why   are   worldly   fundraising   approaches   so   spiritually   unhealthy?  
2. Is   the   sin   of   covetous   idolatry   in   your   heart?   If   so,   in   what   ways   does   it   influence   how  

you   spend   or   give   away   money?  
3. How   might   we   use   Paul’s   fundraising   approach   in   our   parishes?  
4. What   would   be   the   effect   on   our   faithful   if   schools   and   charities   refused   to   accept  

offerings   from   people   who   have   not   yet   completed   a   tithe   to   their   local   parish   or   who  
have   consumer   debt?   Would   parishes   be   willing   to   give   more   to   schools   and  
charities   if   their   incomes   increased   as   a   result   of   this?  
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Church  
   

          In   the   context   of   this   talk’s   many   exhortations   to   give   more   to   parishes   the   issue   of   how  
parishes   use   this   potentially   increased   income   greatly   concerns   me.   If   the   net   result   is   many  
new   Temple   constructions   and   more   beautiful   icons   adorning   our   church   buildings   then  
everything   I   have   said   thus   far   will   be   an   unmitigated   disaster.    Such   enormous   hypocrisy   would  
most   certainly   scandalize   many   of   these   new   donors   and   perhaps   even   drive   away   some   of   the  
best   of   our   young   people   for   generations   to   come.  

              One    of   the   most   common   reasons   serious   Christians   do   not   presently   tithe   to   their   local  
parish   is   because   they   are   troubled   by   how   parishes   spend   their   money.   Earlier   this   year   I   asked  
a   man   whom   I   have   known   for   a   long   time   if   he   tithed.   Somewhat   sheepishly   he   told   me   that   he  
did   not.   He   explained   that   for   many   years   he   had   been   a   Protestant   pastor   who   not   only  
regularly   personally   tithed   but   taught   tithing   to   his   congregation.   As   the   result   of   many   years   of  
study   he   became   convinced   of   the   truth   of   the   Orthodox   tradition,   and   of   his   need   to   join   it.   He  
therefore   gladly   sacrificed   his   satisfying   pastoral   ministry   in   order   to   become   an   Orthodox  
layman,   and   took   up   a   secular   job.   For   the   first   few   years   in   Orthodoxy   he   continued   to   tithe.  
However,   a   few   years   ago   he   became   so   frustrated   at   his   parish’s   preoccupation   with   hoping   to  
one   day   build   a   new   Temple,   and   their   neglect   of   poor   people,   that   he   felt   morally   obligated   to  
stop   tithing   to   this   parish   and   to   give   elsewhere.    Unfortunately,   this   story   is   not   an   isolated  
anecdote.  

Our   beautiful   churches,   theological   purity,   historical   bona   fides,   and   liturgical   rigor   are  
worthless   “sounding   brass   and   clanging   cymbals”   if   they   are   not   accompanied   by   practical  
expressions   of   love   that   would   be   enabled   by   our   newfound   financial   resources.   Before  
considering   what   those   loving   acts   might   be,   I   hope   our   parishes   will   first   embrace   financial  
contentment.   God   provides   each   parish   precisely   the   amount   of   money   He   wants   it   to   have.   If  
this   is   not   sufficient   for   what   the   parish   wants   then   perhaps   these   wants   exceed   God’s   will.   If   a  
parish   lacks   enough   money   to   meet   even   basic   expenses   then   perhaps   God   wants   major  
changes   to   take   place.   If   the   local   faithful   are   not   sufficiently   committed   to   give   in   support   of   the  
parish   perhaps   the   parish   should   shut   down.   Being   forced   to   face   the   urgency   of   such   a  
situation   might   be   precisely   the   means   God   uses   to   spur   them   to   learn   godly   generosity.   If   the  
people   of   a   parish   simply   are   too   poor   to   cover   their   basic   expenses   this   might   be   a   glorious  
opportunity   for   a   neighboring   financially   well-off   parish   to   demonstrate   the   unity   of   the   Body   of  
Christ   by   helping   their   poor   sister   parish.   Instead   of   each   parish   operating   almost   as   if   it   were   an  
independent   franchise   of   the   Kingdom   of   God,   this   might   allow   a   modern-day   re-enactment   of  
the   Apostle   Paul’s   own   ministry   of   mercy   carrying   gifts   from   distant   churches   in   behalf   of   the  
poor   in   Jerusalem.  

         Parish   financial   priorities   are   extremely   important.   What   we   say   with   our   actions   will  
always   speak   much   louder   that   what   we   say   with   our   words.   These   actions   will   be   heard   both   by  
our   own   people   and   by   the   world   outside   our   doors.   If   we   believe   that   we   are   a   proleptic  
manifestation   of   the   Kingdom   of   God   then   our   financial   priorities   should   reflect   the   priorities   of  
His   Kingdom.   Perhaps   the   first   thing   we   should   do   with   increased   financial   resources   would   be  
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to   establish   prudent   plans   so   that   the   parish   will   have   long-term   financial   stability.   Such   plans  
should   not   be   characterized   by   excessive   savings,   but   would   certainly   include   provision   for  
adequate   maintenance   of   parish   facilities   and   unexpected   emergency   expenses.   After   these  
basic   necessities   are   covered   one   of   the   issues   that   will   inevitably   arise   is   the   budgetary   priority  
to   accord   projects   such   as   buying   icons,   otherwise   beautifying   our   existing   Temples,   and   even  
new   Temple   construction.   As   we   ponder   the   wisdom   of   such   projects,   we   need   to   remember   that  
throughout   the   Scriptures   God’s   overwhelming   financial   priority   is   for   the   care   of   the   poor,  
widows,   and   orphans.  

          The   centrality   of   this   concern   is   powerfully   stated   by   Isaiah   and   also   in   several   homilies   of  
John   Chrysostom.   Isaiah   58   addresses   a   complaint   from   the   people   of   God   that   He   does   not  
seem   to   be   answering   their   prayers.   (Do   any   of   us   or   our   parishes   ever   have   a   similar  
problem?)    

 

“Shout   it   aloud,   do   not   hold   back.  

Raise   your   voice   like   a   trumpet.  

Declare   to   my   people   their   rebellion  

    and   to   the   descendants   of   Jacob   their   sins.  

For   day   after   day   they   seek   me   out;  

    they   seem   eager   to   know   my   ways,  

as   if   they   were   a   nation   that   does   what   is   right  

    and   has   not   forsaken   the   commands   of   its   God.  

They   ask   me   for   just   decisions  

    and   seem   eager   for   God   to   come   near   them.  

‘Why   have   we   fasted,’   they   say,  

    ‘and   you   have   not   seen   it?  

Why   have   we   humbled   ourselves,  

    and   you   have   not   noticed?’  

  “Is   not   this   the   kind   of   fasting   I   have   chosen:  

to   loose   the   chains   of   injustice  

    and   untie   the   cords   of   the   yoke,  

to   set   the   oppressed   free  

    and   break   every   yoke?  
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Is   it   not   to   share   your   food   with   the   hungry  

    and   to   provide   the   poor   wanderer   with   shelter—  

when   you   see   the   naked,   to   clothe   them,  

    and   not   to   turn   away   from   your   own   flesh   and   blood?  

Then   your   light   will   break   forth   like   the   dawn,  

    and   your   healing   will   quickly   appear;  

then   your   righteousness   will   go   before   you,  

    and   the   glory   of   the   Lord   will   be   your   rear   guard.  

Then   you   will   call,   and   the   Lord   will   answer;  

    you   will   cry   for   help,   and   he   will   say:   Here   am   I.”  

                                        (Is   58.1-3,6-9)  

             I   deeply   appreciate   the   truth   that   the    aesthetics   of   our   Temples   and   of   our  
worship   are   extremely   important.   Russia   became   Orthodox   because   of   the   beauty   of   the  
worship   at   St   Sophia   in   Constantinople.    As   Dostoevsky   has   said,   and   Solzhenitsyn   and   many  
others   have   reiterated,   beauty   is   one   of   the   most   spiritually   valuable   and   attractive   things   to  
draw   us   to   the   Kingdom   of   God.    However,   in    Homily   50   on   the   Gospel   of   Matthew   John  
Chrysostom   says   that   the   aesthetic   beauty   God   really   longs   for   us   to   display   is   not   of   “...golden  
chalices,   but   of   golden   hearts.”   These   “golden   hearts”   can't   be   found   in   the   catalogues   of  
liturgical   supply   houses.   They   are   “acquired”   by   the   generous   acts   of   giving   by   our   people   and  
parishes   to   poor   people.   Regarding   beautifying   Temples   Chrysostom   also   says,    “ I   am   not  
forbidding   you   to   supply   these   adornments;   ….   (However),   no   one   has   ever   been   accused   for  
not   providing   ornaments,   but   for   those   who   neglect   their   neighbor   a   hell   awaits   with   an  
inextinguishable   fire   and   torment   in   the   company   of   the   demons.   Do   not,   therefore,   adorn   the  
church   and   ignore   your   afflicted   brother,   for   his   is   the   most   precious   temple   of   all.”  

In   Homily   20   on   2   Corinthians   9   Chrysostom   says   that   it   is   entirely   good   and   proper   to  
reverence   the   altar   in   a   Temple   because   it   receives   the   Body   of   Christ   during   the   Liturgy.  
However,   we   may   find   in   close   proximity   to   our   parishes   altars   worthy   of   even   greater  
reverence,   the   poor.   In   the   words   of   Mother   Teresa,   these   altars   are   “Jesus   Himself   in   the  
distressing   disguise   of   the   poor.”   Chrysostom   comments   about   what   happens   at   these  
respective   altars.   At   the   parish   altar   “...the   priest   stands   invoking   the   Spirit   (by   the   epiclesis),”   At  
the   altar   of   the   poor   person   “...   you   too   invoke   the   Spirit,   not   by   speech,   but   by   deeds   (of  
charity).”  

Building   and   adorning   beautiful   Temples   is   not   wrong,   but   doing   these   things   should   be  
secondary    parish   financial   goals   and   not   primary   ones.   A    clear   sign   that   it   is   God’s   time   to   build  
will   be   the   ready   availability   of   sufficient   funds.   Capital   campaigns   will   not   be   required.   Three  
Temple   structures   were   built   in   the   Old   Testament.    Each   of   them   had   immediately   available  
extravagant   financial   support.   I   have   already   pointed   out   that   donations   to   build   the   tabernacle  
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in   the   wilderness   overwhelmed   the   capacity   of   the   workmen   to   receive   them.   Similarly,   when  
David   prepared   for   Solomon   to   build   a   Temple,   he   himself   donated   out   of   his   vast   wealth   which  
led   many   others   to   also   make   substantial   contributions.   Perhaps   the   clearest   example   of   God’s  
providence   in   funding   Temple   construction   is   the   post   Exilic   Temple   built   in   the   5th   century   B.   C.  
The   money   for   the   project   came   from   a   foreign   leader,   who   was   not   even   part   of   the   people   of  
God,   Cyrus,   King   of   Persia.   Ezra   recorded   the   details.   “Now   in   the   first   year   of   Cyrus   king   of  
Persia,   that   the   word   of   the   Lord   by   the   mouth   of   Jeremiah   might   be   fulfilled,   the   Lord   stirred   up  
the   spirit   of   Cyrus   king   of   Persia,   so   that   he   made   a   proclamation   throughout   all   his   kingdom,  
and   also   put   it   in   writing,   saying,   ‘Thus   says   Cyrus   king   of   Persia:   All   the   kingdoms   of   the   earth  
the   Lord   God   of   heaven   has   given   me.   And   He   has   commanded   me   to   guild   Him   a   house   at  
Jerusalem   which   is   in   Judah.’”   (Ezra   1.1-2)  

My   suggestion   for   the   prioritization   of   parish   funds   is   as   follows:   1)   Helping   needy   poor  
people   within   our   own   communities.   This   would   include   retired   priests   but   also   all   elderly  
members   of   our   community.   It   may   also   include   helping   pay   for   the   education   of   our   young  
people.   2)   Helping   fund   Orthodox   schools,   colleges,   and   seminaries   that   educate   the   future  
leaders   of   our    Church .   3)   Helping   needy   poor   people   in   geographical   areas   near   our   parishes.  
Establishing   these   financial   priorities   will   please   God   and   also   teach   our   own   people   God’s  
priorities   for   their   finances.  

There   is   one   additional   aspect   of   parish   finances   that   I   would   like   to   explore.   At   the   end  
of   Matthew   6   Jesus   commands   us   not   to   be   anxious   about   money.    “Look   at   the   birds   of   the   air;”  
He   says,   “they   do   not   sow   or   reap   or   store   away   in   barns,   and   yet   your   heavenly   Father   feeds  
them.   Are   you   not   much   more   valuable   than   they?...   And   why   do   you   worry   about   clothes?   See  
how   the   flowers   of   the   field   grow.   They   do   not   labor   or   spin.   Yet   I   tell   you   that   not   even   Solomon  
in   all   his   splendor   was   dressed   like   one   of   these.”   (Mt   6.26,28-29).    Citing   these   examples,   He  
then   says   to   us,   “So   do   not   worry,   saying,   ‘What   shall   we   eat?’   or   ‘What   shall   we   drink?’   or  
‘What   shall   we   wear?’   For   the   pagans   run   after   all   these   things,   and   your   heavenly   Father  
knows   that   you   need   them.    But   seek   first   his   kingdom   and   his   righteousness,   and   all   these  
things   will   be   given   to   you   as   well.”   (Mt   6.31-33)  

I   frequently   confess   to   God   that   I   lack   the   faith   to   believe   these   words.   It   is   much   easier  
for   me   to   place   my   sense   of   security   in   a   bank   account   or   retirement   fund.   But   suppose   that   this  
promise   of   provision   is   not   made   to   me   as   an   individual   but   is   made   to   us   as   a   community.   This  
would   mean   taking   seriously   the   words   of   Paul,   “For   just   as   each   of   us   has   one   body   with   many  
members,   and   these   members   do   not   all   have   the   same   function,   so   in   Christ   we,   though   many,  
form   one   body,   and   each   member   belongs   to   all   the   others.”   (Rom12.4-5)   Our   parish/Diocese   is  
much   more   than   a   random   collection   of   Christians   each   pursuing   his   or   her   own   private   spiritual  
journey.   Our   various   gifts   are   integral   not   only   to   the   function   of   the   whole   Body   but   so   that   we  
can   “Bear   one   another’s   burdens,   and   so   fulfill   the   law   of   Christ.”   (Gal   6.2)  

In   the    Church    we   often   describe   ourselves   as   a   family.   We   call   our   Priest   father,   the  
Church    our   mother,   and   fellow   Parishioners   brothers   and   sisters   in   Christ.   Even   Jesus   uses   this  
terminology,   “Pointing   to   his   disciples,   He   said,   “Here   are   my   mother   and   my   brothers.   For  
whoever   does   the   will   of   my   Father   in   heaven   is   my   brother   and   sister   and   mother.”   (Mt  
12.48-49).   While   Paul   clearly   teaches   that   our   financial   priority   should   be   our   own   household   (1  
Tim   5.8)   it   seems   to   me   that   if   this   household   is   adequately   provided   for   that   the   next   step   is   to  
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put   some   flesh   and   bones   to   our   claims   that   our   fellow   believers   are   indeed   our   “brothers   and  
sisters”   in   Christ.   Surely   if   there   is   any   place   that   God's   second   great   commandment   that   we  
love   our   neighbor   as   ourselves   applies   it   is   within   the   family   of   our   own   parish   community.   Once  
again,   our   actions   need   to   speak   in   a   fashion   that   is   consistent   with   our   words.   It   is   perfectly   fine  
to   choose   not   to   meet   the   personal   and   financial   needs   of   “brothers   and   sisters”   or   even  
“fathers”   in   Christ.   In   that   case,   however,   new   words   should   be   invented   to   describe   these  
relationships.   Perhaps   we   should   start   saying   step   brothers,   step   sisters,   or   even   step   fathers   in  
Christ.   But   if   we   choose   to   use   these   words,   to   call   our   parish   brethren   “brothers   and   sisters”  
then   this   absolutely   must   be   reflected   in   our   financial   care   for   one   another.   The   providential   gift  
of   wealth   that   God   provides   to   some   of   the   members   of   the   Body   of   Christ   is   precisely   God’s  
intended   means   to   do   this.   To   say   this   is   not   just   theory,   this   is   precisely   how   the   Church   of   Acts  
lived.   Of   them   it   was   said,   “Nor   was   there   anyone   among   them   who   lacked;   for   all   who   were  
possessors   of   lands   or   houses   sold   them,   and   brought   the   proceeds   of   the   things   that   were  
sold,   and   laid    them    at   the   apostles’   feet;   and   they   distributed   to   each   as   anyone   had   need.   (Acts  
4.34-35)  

The   example   of   the   radical   and   idealistic   generosity   of   the    Church    of   Acts   may   seem   a  
preposterous   ideal   for   our   contemporary   American   Orthodox   Church.   I   disagree,   although   I  
recognize   that   I   may   be   in   a   small   minority.   However,   perhaps   if   we   do   not   have   the   faith   to  
adopt   such   ideas   on   a   grand   scale,   we   can   at   least   start   living   them   out   on   a   small   one.   A  
couple   years   ago   I   had   lunch   with   Fr.   Jon   Braun,   a   retired   priest   from   St   Athanasius   Antiochian  
Orthodox   Church   in   Santa   Barbara   who   gave   me   a   glimpse   of   how   a   parish   that   believed   these  
things   might   function.   He   told   me   that   everyone   in   their   parish   was   strongly   encouraged   to   tithe  
because   they   wanted   everyone   to   experience   God’s   blessing   on   tithing.   However,   if   as   a   result  
of   tithing   anyone   was   unable   to   pay   any   of   their   essential   expenses,   such   as   rent   or   utilities,   the  
church   would   pay   it   for   them.   Furthermore,   the   church   helped   its   members   in   other   kinds   of  
difficult   financial   circumstances.   Fr.   Jon   told   me   of   a   situation   in   which   one   of   their   parishioners  
with   a   wife   and   several   children   had   a   job   where   he   was   being   paid   substantially   less   than   what  
he   needed   to   cover   his   monthly   expenses.   The   problem   was   that   he   couldn't   afford   the   gap   in  
his   income   that   would   occur   if   he   were   to   leave   his   job   and   go   look   for   another   one.   On   the   other  
hand,   he   was   afraid   that   if   he   asked   his   employer   for   a   raise   that   he   might   get   fired.   He   was  
terribly   stuck.   So,   the   church   told   him   that   they   thought   he   should   ask   his   current   employer   for   a  
raise   and   that   if   he   got   fired   the   church   would   cover   his   expenses   until   he   found   a   new   job.  
When   he   asked   his   employer   for   a   raise,   they   told   him   that   they   loved   the   job   he   was   doing,   and  
they   substantially   increased   his   salary.  

The   sharing   that   I   advocate   has   nothing   to   do   with   the   evil   anti-Christian   communist  
ideology   of   distributing   money   “from   each   according   to   his   ability,   to   each   according   to   his  
need.”   The   Scriptural   ideal   is   that   the   rich   person   is   entirely   free   to   keep   us   much   money   as   he  
would   like   for   the   sake   of   his   own   earthly   enjoyment   and   financial   security.   He   is   also   completely  
free   to   generously   distribute   as   much   as   he   would   like   for   the   sake   of   experiencing   the   mystery  
of   the   blessedness   of   giving   that   Paul   described.    The   paradigm   shift   in   our   thinking   that   I   would  
again   like   to   emphasize   here   sounds   very   strange   to   our   ears.   It   is   that   the   primary   reason   God  
gives   any   of   us   money   is   not   to   help   the   poor,   but   to   employ   the   tool   of   generous   almsgiving   in  
order   to   grow   in   our   likeness   of   God.    The   dollar   bills   in   our   wallets   and   the   savings   in   our   bank  
accounts   are   not   only   God’s   provision   to   take   care   of   our   own   earthly   needs.   They   are   also   His  
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provision   for   our   spiritual   life,   so   that   we   will   be   able   to   grow   in   our   likeness   of   God’s   own  
generosity.   

There   is   a   fascinating   passage   in   Deuteronomy   where   Moses   discusses   generosity.   As  
you   will   recall   in   the   Law   of   Moses   all   debts   were   forgiven   every   seven   years.   A   problem  
therefore   might   arise   if   a   poor   person   needed   a   loan   and   it   was   already   year   5   or   6   of   the   7-year  
cycle.   Since   there   was   almost   certainly   not   enough   time   for   such   a   loan   to   be   repaid   before   it  
would   be   forgiven,   a   temptation   would   arise   not   to   loan   money   in   such   a   situation.   Moses   sternly  
warned   against   thinking   this   way.   He   said,   “If   anyone   is   poor   among   your   fellow   Israelites   in   any  
of   the   towns   of   the   land   the   Lord   your   God   is   giving   you,   do   not   be   hardhearted   or   tightfisted  
toward   them.   Rather,   be   open   handed   and   freely   lend   them   whatever   they   need.   Be   careful   not  
to   harbor   this   wicked   thought:   ‘The   seventh   year,   the   year   for   canceling   debts,   is   near,’   so   that  
you   do   not   show   ill   will   toward   the   needy   among   your   fellow   Israelites   and   give   them   nothing.  
They   may   then   appeal   to   the   Lord   against   you,   and   you   will   be   found   guilty   of   sin.   Give  
generously   to   them   and   do   so   without   a   grudging   heart;   then   because   of   this   the   Lord   your   God  
will   bless   you   in   all   your   work   and   in   everything   you   put   your   hand   to.   There   will   always   be   poor  
people   in   the   land.   Therefore,   I   command   you   to   be   open   handed   toward   your   fellow   Israelites  
who   are   poor   and   needy   in   your   land.   (Deut   15.7-11)  

One   of   the   most   fascinating   parts   of   this   passage   are   the   words,   “There   will   always   be  
poor   people   in   the   land.”   It   almost   seems   as   if   God   is   saying   that   one   of   the   gifts   He   will   always  
make   sure   we   have   available   is   people   who   are   poorer   than   us.   It   is   extremely   important   to   note  
that   these   poor   people   are   not   strangers   on   the   other   side   of   the   world.   These   are   “poor   people  
in   the   land…   your   fellow   Israelites...”   The   poor   people   in   our   own   parish   community,   our  
“brothers   and   sisters”   in   Christ,   are   God’s   special   provision   for   us,   to   whom   we   have   the  
opportunity   to   give,   so   that   we   can   imitate   the   generosity   of   God.  

Questions   for   reflection:  

1. What   would   it   look   like   if   our   parishes   prioritized   spending   our   income   on   our   own  
needy   people,   Orthodox   schools/seminaries,   and   charities,   and   needy   people   in   our  
local   communities?  

2. What   would   it   look   like   in   our   parishes   if   we   used   our   money   as   if   all   the   people   in  
our   parishes   were   brothers   and   sisters   in   Christ,   just   like   in   our   families?  
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Almsgiving   by   Poor   People  
  Thus   far   I   have   talked   a   lot   about   wealthy   people.   Generosity   is   a   topic   also   extremely  
important   for   people   with   modest   incomes,   and   poor   people.   As   an   example   of   a   poor   person  
who   achieved   great   sanctity   through   offerings,   I   now   want   to   reflect   on   the   story   of   the  
remarkable   poor   widow   who   gave   two   mites   told   in   both   the   Gospels   of   Mark   and   Luke.  

“Jesus   sat   down   opposite   the   place   where   the   offerings   were   put   and   watched   the  
crowd   putting   their   money   into   the   temple   treasury.   Many   rich   people   threw   in   large  
amounts.   But   a   poor   widow   came   and   put   in   two   very   small   copper   coins,   worth   only   a   few  
cents.   Calling   his   disciples   to   him,   Jesus   said,   ‘Truly   I   tell   you;   this   poor   widow   has   put  
more   into   the   treasury   than   all   the   others.   They   all   gave   out   of   their   wealth;   but   she,   out   of  
her   poverty,   put   in   everything—all   she   had   to   live   on.’”   (Mk   12.41-44)  

 

In   addition   to   the   simple   facts   given   here   there   are   some   inferences   than   we   can   draw  
out   about   this   lady’s   life   and   deed   that   are   worth   our   consideration.   We   don’t   know   her   name   so  
I   will   call   her   “our   widow.”  

First   of   all,   to   state   the   obvious,   at   some   point   our   widow   had   been   married   and   then   her  
husband   had   died.   Because   she   was   very   poor   it   is   almost   certain   that   she   didn't   have   any   living  
children.   In   that   culture   children   cared   for   their   poor   parents,   especially   a   mother.   They   were  
what   we   today   call   IRAs,   401k   plans,   and   Social   Security.   This   is   why   on   the   Cross   one   of  
Jesus’   most   important   last   concerns   was   to   ask   the   Apostle   John   to   care   for   His   mother,   who  
was   already   a   widow   and   was   soon   to   become   childless.  

We   don’t   know   how   old   our   widow   was.   Possibly   she   was   an   old   woman   who   had   lived  
many   years   with   her   husband   but   they   couldn't   have   children,   suffering   the   ignominy   of  
barrenness,   like   Joachim   and   Anna.   Perhaps   she   did   have   children   but   they   had   died   causing  
her   that   most   painful   of   maternal   griefs,   burying   one's   own   child.   It   is   of   course   also   possible   that  
she   was   young   and   suffered   the   heartbreak   of   being   tragically   widowed   shortly   after   her  
wedding,   not   married   long   enough   to   even   have   children.   Whatever   the   case   she   had   been  
through   a   lot.   I   suspect   that   she   was   terribly   alone,   because   if   her   parents   were   alive,   or   if   she  
had   siblings   or   good   friends,   surely   they   would   have   tried   to   mitigate   at   least   a   little   bit   of   her  
extreme   poverty.   It   is   obvious,   of   course,   that   given   her   poverty   she   was   poorly   clothed   and  
often   hungry,   eating   as   little   and   infrequently   as   possible   in   order   to   conserve   her   dwindling  
financial   resources.   In   the   midst   of   so   much   suffering   I   suspect   that   she   deeply   understood   the  
words   of   Psalms,   "the   darkness   is   my   closest   friend."   (Ps   88.18)  

We   meet   our   widow   a   few   days   before   Passover,   on   Tuesday   of   Holy   Week.   In   those  
days   it   was   the   sacred   duty   of   all   Jews   to   make   the   long   journey   to   Jerusalem   every   year   to  
celebrate   the   Feast   of   Passover,   as   the   gospels   record   Jesus   Himself   regularly   did.   So   perhaps  
a   few   months   before   Passover   she   started   to   consider   whether   she   should   go   this   year.  
Undoubtedly   the   trip   would   involve   at   least   some   additional   expense   that   she   could   ill   afford.   But  
despite   the   obvious   financial   imprudence   something   deep   inside   her   heart   impelled   her   onward  
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to   see   if   just   possibly   she   had   enough   money   for   the   trip.   Indeed,   there   was,   but   just   barely.   By  
the   time   she   arrived   in   Jerusalem   all   she   had   left   were   two   small   coins.  

Now   part   of   what   one   did   on   coming   to   the   Passover   feast   was   to   bring   a   gift   to   God.   Our  
widow   knew   this,   but   what   was   she   to   give?   If   she   gave   even   one   of   her   two   small   coins   how  
could   she   buy   the   bread   she   needed   to   live   even   a   few   more   days?   “Furthermore,”   she   thought,  
“is   there   really   any   point   in   me   giving   my   two   little   coins   to   the   Temple?   What   the   Temple   needs  
are   big   donations,   from   rich   people.   My   two   little   coins   aren't   going   to   make   the   slightest   dent   in  
the   Temple   budget."   She   agonized   in   prayer   trying   hard   to   discern   the   will   of   God   concerning  
this   matter.   Alas   she   heard   nothing   from   Him.   Finally,   she   decided,   "If   it   is   the   final   thing   I   do   in  
my   life,   let   me   spend   these   last   two   coins   on   the   love   of   God."  

So,   on   Tuesday   she   entered   the   Temple   grounds   heading   for   the   donation   box.   In   its  
vicinity   stood   several   clusters   of   people,   many   of   them   quite   rich,   who   had   just   made   large  
donations   to   the   Temple.   They   were   sharing   with   one   another   how   deeply   grateful   they   felt   for  
God's   abundant   blessing   on   their   lives   that   had   enabled   them   to   give   so   generously   both   to   the  
work   of   the   Temple   and   the   needs   of   the   community.   Our   widow,   frail   from   near   starvation   and  
wearing   tattered   clothes,   slowly   weaved   her   way   quite   inconspicuously   through   the   small   crowd  
until   she   finally   arrived   at   the   donation   box.   For   a   moment   she   just   stood   there,   feeling   the  
power   of   life   and   death   that   the   box   held   over   her.   In   her   hand   she   clutched   the   coins   that   were  
her   lifeline   to   a   few   more   days   of   bread.   Before   her   loomed   the   opening   in   the   box,   a   yawning  
chasm   ready   to   swallow   her   last   means   of   provision.   After   one   last   great   convulsion   of  
indecision   she   quietly   prayed   for   God's   mercy,   unclenched   her   fist,   and   then   heard   the   two   coins  
land   in   the   depths   of   the   box   with   a   soft   thud.   "Well,"   she   thought,   "the   deed   is   done.   My  
meaningless   life   full   of   misery   and   suffering   is   over.   All   I   have   to   do   now   is   find   an   unobtrusive  
place   in   which   to   quietly   lay   down   and   die."  

But   at   the   very   moment,   at   the   very   instant   when   our   widow   released   the   coins   from   her  
clenched   fist,   something   else   happened   which   she   could   never   have   imagined   possible.   For   you  
see   at   this   precise   moment   the   Incarnate   God   and   Creator   of   the   Universe,   the   Lord   of   Lords  
and   the   King   of   Kings,   the   God   of   Abraham,   Isaac,   and   Jacob,   the   God   who   had   led   her  
ancestors   out   of   Egypt   in   the   Passover   that   same   God,   the   Lord   Jesus   Christ,   was   in   the   Temple  
sitting   near   the   donation   box   intensely   watching   what   she   did.   I   believe   that   His   presence   at   that  
moment   was   not   an   accident   but   a   Divine   Appointment   because   God   was   so   impressed   at   what  
she   did.  

Jesus   used   His   presence   at   her   offering   to   teach   His   disciples   the   very   important   lesson  
that   in   the   eyes   of   God   the   value   of   an   offering   is   not   measured   by   the   magnitude   of   the   gift,   but  
the   magnitude   of   the   sacrifice.   He   also   greatly   honored   our   widow   for   what   she   had   done.   In   the  
world   wealthy   philanthropists   often   seek   a   degree   of   immortality   by   making   large   donations   and  
then   having   buildings   or   hospitals   or   universities   named   after   them   or   their   loved   ones.  
Sometimes   they   have   plaques   placed   in   their   honor.   But   Jesus   bestowed   on   our   widow   a  
degree   of   immortality   that   the   wealthiest   of   philanthropists   would   find   impossible   to   achieve.   He  
made   sure   that   her   story   was   recorded   in   two   of   the   four   Gospels   in   the   book   that   has   been  
placed   on   the   altar   of   every   Orthodox   Church   throughout   history.   It   is   also   included   in   every  
Bible,   the   bestselling   book   in   the   history   of   the   world.   The   next   time   you   see   a   large   building   or   a  
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plaque   honoring   a   wealthy   benefactor   I   hope   you   will   think   of   our   widow   and   how   much   more  
honor   and   fame   she   has   achieved   than   they   have.  

I   would   like   to   make   three   further   very   brief   observations   about   our   widow.   First,   while  
our   widow   thought   her   offering   would   lead   to   starvation   and   death,   she   was   badly   mistaken.   I  
am   absolutely   certain   that   as   soon   as   Jesus   saw   our   widow's   utter   poverty,   and   her   generosity,  
that   He   was   deeply   moved   with   compassion,   as   he   had   often   been   on   many   other   similar  
occasions   whether   while   looking   at   the   five   thousand   or   other   poor   people   or   His   own   mother   at  
the   foot   of   the   Cross   a   couple   days   later.   As   a   result,   He   then   must   have   instructed   one   or   more  
of   His   disciples   to   do   whatever   was   necessary   to   provide   for   our   widow   adequate   food   and  
clothing.   So,   the   donation   box   that   our   widow   thought   was   ready   to   swallow   her   up   into   death  
actually   ended   up   being   her   means   for   finding   life.   I   believe   the   same   can   be   true   for   us.   In   the  
church   the   most   important   thing   we   can   do   to   grow   in   salvation   is   to   partake   of   the   Eucharist   in  
the   context   of   the   whole   liturgical   life   of   the   Church.   The   second   most   important   thing   we   can   do  
is   to   stand   before   the   donation   box   and   consider   how   to   give.  

Second,   I   have   suggested   that   one   of   the   reasons   that   our   widow   was   so   poor   was  
because   she   had   no   children   to   support   her.   But,   sadly,   there   was   also   another   reason.   All  
through   the   history   of   Israel,   and   also   in   the   church,   caring   for   the   poor,   especially   widows   and  
orphans,   has   been   one   of   God's   highest   priorities   for   His   people.   But   that   was   not   the  
experience   of   our   widow.   In   the   verses   immediately   preceding   the   story   of   our   widow   it   says,  
"Beware   of   the   scribes   who   like   to   walk   around   in   long   robes,   and   like   respectful   greetings   in   the  
market   places,   and   chief   seats   in   the   synagogues   and   places   of   honor   at   banquets,   who   devour  
widows'   houses...”   What   does   it   mean   that   they   devoured   widows'   houses?   It   doesn't   mean   that  
they   broke   into   their   homes   and   took   their   meager   possessions.   What   it   means   is   that   the  
leaders   of   the   Temple   did   not   obey   God's   commandments   to   provide   for   the   needs   of   the  
widows   in   their   community.  

Third,   precisely   because   of   this   failure   our   widow   had   unassailable   reason   to   be  
disappointed,   even   righteously   angry,   with   the   leaders   of   the   Temple   who   had   behaved   so  
disgracefully   toward   God   and   also   hurt   her   so   badly.   But   to   whom   did   she   give   her   final   offering?  
She   gave   it   to   the   very   Temple   who   had   so   deeply   wronged   her.   Have   you   ever   been   tempted,  
as   I   have   often   been,   to   withhold   offerings   to   the   church   because   you   disagreed   with   something  
the   leaders   had   done,   something   that   you   absolutely   knew   was   wrong?   May   I   suggest   that   while  
superficially   it   may   appear   that   we   give   our   tithes   and   offerings   to   the   church,   it   is   really   God  
who   receives   them.  

Financially   that   Tuesday   was   a   banner   day   for   the   Temple   treasury   because   of   the   many  
large   offerings   given   by   rich   people.   But   spiritually   it   was   a   disaster.   The   enormous   love   for   God  
shown   by   the   generous   offering   of   this   insignificant   widow   strikingly   contrasted   with   the   lack   of  
God’s   love   in   the   hearts   of   the   Temple   leaders   revealed   by   their   neglect   of   her.    Therefore,   her  
offering,   the   last   recorded   offering   ever   made   in   the   Scriptures   under   the   old   covenant,   may  
have   been   the   deed   that   sealed   God’s   Judgement   that   the   leaders   of   the   Temple   were   spiritually  
bankrupt.   This   offers   an   important   cautionary   warning   to   our   own   spiritual   leaders   about   the  
importance   of   the   donations   of   poor   people   and   God’s   priority   of   caring   for   their   needs.   As  
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always   in   the   Kingdom   of   God,   it   is   the   small   things   that   most   clearly   shows   the   true   state   of   our  
hearts.  

Our   widow's   life   was   full   of   hardship.   But   despite   this   she   remained   faithful   to   God,  
especially   in   her   giving.   Because   of   this   faithfulness   a   life   that   she   thought   was   utterly  
meaningless   was   blessed   and   highly   honored   by   God.   Perhaps   if   we   are   likewise   willing   to  
remain   faithful   to   God   in   the   hard   times   and   to   spend   even   a   few   of   our   small   coins   on   the   love  
of   God,   then   we,   too,   may   one   day   become   recipients   of   a   Divine   Appointment.  

Questions   for   reflection:  

1. What   would   it   look   like   in   our   Archdioceses,   parishes,   schools,   and   charitable  
organizations   if   we   used   God’s   standard   of   honoring   gifts   that   people   make  
according   to   the   magnitude   of   the   sacrifice   instead   of   the   amount   of   the   gift?  

2. What   are   examples   of   some   times   when   you   have   given   offerings   difficulty   really  
affording   it?   Did   you   experience   a   blessing   for   that?  
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Almsgiving   and   Reconciliation  
There   are   probably   very   few   circumstances   in   which   one   of   our   parishes,   seminaries,   or  

charitable   organizations   would   refuse   to   accept   a   donation   from   one   of   the   faithful.   Perhaps   we  
this   if   we   knew   that   the   money   involved   had   been   gained   through   selling   drugs   or   various   kinds  
of   criminal   activities.   And   even   under   these   circumstances   some   people   might   believe   that   it  
would   be   wrong   to   prevent   someone   from   giving   to   God.   Surprisingly,   however,   there   is   one  
circumstance   under   which   God   explicitly   refuses   to   accept   donations.    In   the   Sermon   on   the  
Mount   Jesus   said,   “Therefore   if   you   bring   your   gift   to   the   altar,   and   there   remember   that   your  
brother   has   something   against   you,     leave   your   gift   there   before   the   altar,   and   go   your   way.   First  
be   reconciled   to   your   brother,   and   then   come   and   offer   your   gift.”   (Matthew   5:23-24)  

For   many   of   us   the   issue   of   whether   we   are   reconciled   with   a   brother   as   a   condition   for  
giving   may   seem   not   only   trivial   but   entirely   irrelevant.    One   clue   to   understanding   the   enormous  
importance   Jesus   places   on   this   issue   comes   if   we   realize   that   what   Jesus   is   talking   about   here  
is   not   only   financial   gifts   to   parishes,   but   participation   in   the   Divine   Liturgy.   In   the   Orthodox  
Church   the   altar   is   the   place   where   we   receive   the   Holy   Gifts   of   the   Body   and   Blood   of   Christ.   

 In   his   commentary   on   this   passage   John   Chrysostom   says   of   the   importance   of  
reconciliation   for   participation   in   the   Liturgy,   “...this   table   receives   not   them   that   are   at   enmity  
with   each   other.”    In   order   to   partake   of   Communion   in   a   worthy   manner   we   often   place   great  
emphasis   on   the   issues   of   personal   piety,   especially   fasting,   confession,   and   preparatory   prayer.  
But   the   link    between   the   importance   of   reconciliation   and   communion   is   made   not   only   by   John  
Chrysostom   but   also   by   the   Apostle   Paul   who   twice   warns   about   the   serious   danger   of  
participating   in   the   Eucharist   in   an   “unworthy   manner.”   (1   Cor   11.27-34)   The   fundamental  
condition   that   makes   us   unworthy   is   not   lack   of   personal   piety   but   because   “...when   you   come  
together   as   a   church,   I   hear   that   there   are   divisions   among   you…”   (1   Cor   11.18) The   early  
Church   treatise   called   the   Didache   says   something   similar.   “On   the   Lord’s   Day,   gather   together  
and   break   bread   and   give   thanks   after   you   have   confessed   your   missteps,   so   that   your   sacrifice  
may   be   pure.   Everyone   who   is   engaged   in   a   quarrel   with   a   friend   is   not   to   be   gathered   with   you  
until   he   is   reconciled   with   his   friend   so   that   your   sacrifice   may   not   be   defiled.”   The   primary  
reason   the   Didache   warns   unreconciled   people   to   stay   away   from   communion   is   to   avoid  
defiling   the   whole   sacrifice   for   everyone   who   communes.   This   is   because   c ommunion   not   only  
mystically   unites   us   with   God   but   also   with   one   another.   At   the   beginning   of   the   consecratory  
prayer   of   the   epiclesis,   the   priest   invokes   the   presence   of   the   Holy   Spirit   not   only   upon   the   bread  
and   wine   but   also   on   all   the   faithful   who   are   present.   “Send   down   Thy   Holy   Spirit   upon   us,”   he  
prays,   “and   upon   these   gifts   here   offered.”  

The   extremely   close   connection   between   how   God   views   our   relationship   with   Him   and  
our   relationships   with   our   brothers   in   Christ   is   evident   in   many   places   in   Scripture.   For   example,  
in   the   Lord’s   Prayer   Jesus   taught   that   God   forgives   us   our   sins   “as   we   forgive   those   who  
trespass   against   us.”   Presumably   if   we   do   not   forgive   others   God   may   not   forgive   us.   It   is  
evident   in   Jesus’   parable   of   the   sheep   and   the   goats   in   Matthew   25   where   He   completely  
identifies   Himself   with   the   poor   whom   we   either   do   or   do   not   help.   And   it   is   clearly   stated   by   the  
Apostle   John   who   says,   “ If   anyone   says,   “I   love   God,”   but   hates   his   brother,   he   is   a   liar.   For  
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anyone   who   does   not   love   his   brother,   whom   he   has   seen,   cannot   love   God,   whom   he   has   not  
seen.”   (1   Jn   4.20)   

One   of   the   reasons   preparation   for   communion   is   often   seen   as   a   matter   of   personal  
piety   is   because   many   Orthodox   Christians   today   tend   to   view   theosis   as   a   predominantly  
private   ascetic   struggle.   When   we   read   the   words   of   John   of   the   Ladder   that,   “Angels   are   a   light  
for   monastics,   and   monastics   are   a   light   for   the   world”   there   is   a   tendency   to   believe   that   monks  
go   out   into   the   desert   to   escape   the   world,   in   order   to   more   intensely   pursue   their   private  
relationship   with   God.   Nothing   could   be   further   from   the   truth.   Hilarion   Alfeyev   in   his   book   The  
Spiritual   World   of   Isaac   the   Syrian   wrote   of   Isaac,   “This   is   the   paradox   of   a   solitary   life;  
renouncing   the   world   he   does   not   cease   praying   for   it….   any   thought   of   his   own   salvation   apart  
from   his   brethren,   was   entirely   alien   to   him.’   (p.   202)   John   Romanides   also   emphasizes   this  
point   in   his   book,    The   Ancestral   Sin .   “The   relationship   of   man   with   God   should   not   be   thought   of  
as   a   man’s   own   private   matter...In   the   New   Testament,   strictly   individual   relations   with   God  
alone   do   not   exist,   for   Christians   must   also   love   one   another   exactly   as   Christ   has   loved   them...”  
(pp.   112-113) Paul   describes   what   this   love   is   like.    “But   God   demonstrates   His   own   love   toward  
us,   in   that   while   we   were   still   sinners,   Christ   died   for   us.”   (Rom   5.8).   Many   saints   over   the  
centuries   have   made   enormous   sacrifices   in   order   to   love   other   people,   sometimes   even  
imitating   Christ’s   sacrificial   love   by   giving   up   their   own   lives   in   behalf   of   another   person.   As   I  
have   already   mentioned   Moses   loved   his   people   so   much   that   he   offered   his   eternal   destiny   in  
their   behalf.   Paul   expressed   his   willingness   to   do   the   same   in   his   letter   to   the   Romans.   “For   I  
could   wish   that   I   myself   were   accursed   from   Christ   for   my   brethren,   my   countrymen   according   to  
the   flesh.”   (Rom   9.3)   Jesus   made   it   clear   that   the   goal   of   even   the   strictest   ascetic   fasting   and  
prayer   is   not   purification   for   its   own   sake,   but   in   order   to   grow   in   love.   “By   this   all   will   know   that  
you   are   My   disciples,”   He   said,   “if   you   have   love   for   one   another.”   (Jn   13.35)  

In   my   life   in   the   church   I   have   heard   many   sermons   and   discussions   on   the   importance  
of   forgiveness,   but   never   one   on   the   topic   of   reconciliation.   This   may   be   because   we   assume  
that   forgiveness   and   reconciliation   are   the   same   thing.   They   are   not.   Forgiveness   is   a   unilateral  
act   of   personal   piety   done   entirely   for   the   sake   of   one’s   own   spiritual   growth.   This   unilaterality   is  
clearly   evident   by   the   fact   that   God   asks   us   to   forgive   others   regardless   of   whether   they   even  
ask   us,   or   whether   they   are   even   aware   that   they   have   wronged   us.   This   is   the   forgiveness   that  
Jesus   modeled   from   the   Cross   when   He   prayed,   ““Father,   forgive   them,   for   they   do   not   know  
what   they   do.”   (Lk   23.34)   

   Reconciliation   differs   from   forgiveness   in   at   least   a   couple   respects.   First,   it   is   a  
relational   process   seeking   unity,   not   a   unilateral   act   of   personal   piety.   Sometimes   forgiveness  
and   reconciliation   do   overlap.   Occasionally   an   apology   that   includes   asking   for   forgiveness   may  
be   required   to   heal   a   broken   relationship.   However,   in   close   personal   or   parish   relationships   it   is  
a   denial   of   the   essence   of   the   Christian   faith   to   believe   that   merely   forgiving   another   person   in  
our   heart   or   even   a   profound   and   heartfelt   apology   is   all   that   is   required   when   sin   has   injured   or  
strained   a   relationship.   Exploring,   in   the   context   of   a   loving   relationship,   the   underlying   issues  
that   caused   the   conflict   is   crucial   in   order   for   people   in   the   church   to   fulfill   our   calling   to   manifest  
to   the   world   the   Trinitarian   unity   of   God   Himself,   three   persons   completely   united   in   one  
essence.   As   Georges   Florovsky   wrote   in    Bible,   Church,   and   Tradition ,   “The   Church   is   the  
likeness   of   the   existence   of   the   Holy   Trinity,   a   likeness   in   which   many   become   one.”   (p.   44)   In  
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his   book,    Theology   and   the   Church ,   Dumitru   Staniloae   makes   a   similar   point.   Quoting   one   of   our  
greatest   Orthodox   theologians,   he   writes,   “...according   to   St.   Maximus   the   Confessor   the  
purpose   of   the   saints   is   ‘to   express   the   very   unity   of   the   Holy   Trinity.”   (p.39)   Jesus   High   Priestly  
prayer   clearly   describes   the   Trinitarian   unity   he   calls   us   to   in   the   Church.   “I   do   not   pray   for   these  
alone,   but   also   for   those   who   will   believe   in   Me   through   their   word;   that   they   all   may   be   one,   as  
You,   Father,    are    in   Me,   and   I   in   You;   that   they   also   may   be   one   in   Us,   that   the   world   may   believe  
that   You   sent   Me.   And   the   glory   which   You   gave   Me   I   have   given   them,   that   they   may   be   one  
just   as   We   are   one:    I   in   them,   and   You   in   Me;   that   they   may   be   made   perfect   in   unity...   (Jn  
17.20-23)  

 The   second   way   in   which   reconciliation   differs   from   forgiveness   is   that   it   often   has  
nothing   to   do   with   sin.   For   example,   marital   disagreements   occasionally   arise   because   each  
spouse   has   brought   to   the   relationship   assumptions,   often   called   “baggage,”   about   the   nature   of  
family   life.   One   spouse   may   have   grown   up   in   a   poor   family   that   prioritized   saving   as   much  
money   as   possible.   The   other   may   have   grown   up   in   a   family   where   expensive   material   gifts  
were   the   primary   means   of   expressing   love.    Neither   assumption   is   necessarily   a   result   of   sin,  
but   these   differences   will   have   to   be   reconciled   in   order   for   the   couple   to   achieve   financial   unity.  
The   best   way   to   start   this   process   is   for   each   spouse   to   humbly   review   their   own   lives,   seeking  
to   bring   to   mind   those   experiences   or   circumstances   that   may   have   even   unconsciously   shaped  
their   belief   systems   about   money.   This   may   force   each   person,   perhaps   for   the   first   time   in   their  
lives,   to   examine   whether   their   beliefs   about   money   align   with   the   teachings   of   the   gospel.   They  
can   then   modify   these   beliefs   as   necessary.   Even   more   importantly,   if   this   process   of  
self-discovery   brings   to   the   surface   painful   or   embarrassing   memories,   each   spouse   also   has  
the   opportunity   to   lovingly   support   the   other.   Thus,   the   original   conflict   over   money   has   created  
a   twofold   benefit.   First,   each   spouse   has   learned   more   about   themselves   and   how   to   think   more  
righteously.   Second,   each   spouse   will   have   a   fresh   and   deeper   experience   of   the   other’s   love.  
As   a   result,   the   couple   has   grown   more   united   with   God   and   one   another.   This   twofold   benefit   of  
reconciliation   that   I   have   illustrated   in   marriage   is   an   opportunity   that   is   also   available   in   every  
“gift   of   conflict”   that   God   allows   in   close   personal   parish   relationships.   The   frequent   tendency   to  
simply   ignore   such   conflict,   or   pretend   that   it   doesn’t   exist,   deprives   us   of   this   opportunity.   Of  
course,   many   trivial   disagreements   do   not   warrant   efforts   at   reconciliation.   In   the   world   conflict  
often   breeds   hatred   and   division.   But   in   the   church   faithfully   reconciling   allows   us   to  
demonstrate   that   truly   “Christ   is   in   our   midst.”   

In   order   for   this   great   work   of   reconciliation   to   succeed   there   is   one   crucially   important  
attitude   that   is   a   prerequisite   for   successfully   reconciling   conflict.   I   learned   it   from   my   late  
father-in-law,   Jack   Graham.   The   story   of   how   this   happened   is   highly   embarrassing   for   me  
because   it   shows   the   depths   of   evil   that   lurk   within   my   heart.   I   will   tell   it   anyway   because   the  
lesson   I   learned   was   so   valuable.   

For   reasons   that   were   entirely   my   fault,   I   terribly   misunderstood   something   Jack   had  
done.   Compounding   my   sin,   I   responded   by   heartlessly   conveying   to   Jack,   and   my  
mother-in-law,   June,   that   for   a   season   they   would   not   be   allowed   to   see   our   four   children,   who   at  
the   time   ranged   from   about   twelve   to   four   years   of   age.   Having   recently   become   a   grandfather  
to   two   wonderful   grandchildren   I   can   only   now   begin   to   appreciate   how   severely   this   must   have  
hurt   Jack   and   June.   Within   a   week   of   this   happening   Jack   reached   out   to   me   try   to   sort   through  
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our   conflict   over   dinner.    When   it   quickly   became   clear   to   me   that   I   had   badly   misunderstood   the  
situation,   I   apologized   and   restored   relationship   with   the   grandchildren.   Over   the   succeeding  
weeks,   the   gravity   of   my   sin,   and   particularly   the   heartless   severity   of   my   response   in   breaking  
off   relationship   with   the   grandchildren,   increasingly   weighed   on   my   conscience.   So,   I   called   Jack  
and   apologized   once   more,   this   time   more   earnestly.   Gracious   man   that   he   was,   he   once   again  
easily   forgave   me.   But   the   torments   of   my   conscience   only   increased.   A   few   weeks   later,  
therefore,   my   wife   and   I   invited   Jack   and   June   to   share   a   weekend   away   in   the   nearby   southern  
California   mountains.    As   soon   as   we   arrived   at   the   rented   cabin,   I   pulled   Jack   aside   and  
arranged   two   kitchen   chairs   so   that   we   could   sit   face   to   face   and   talk.   Once   again   I   expressed  
my   profound   regret   at   the   offense   I   had   committed   against   him   and   June.   And,   again,   with  
characteristic   gentleness,   he   quickly   forgave   me.   But   then   he   did   something   which   taught   me  
the   meaning   of   reconciliation   in   a   way   I   had   never   previously   experienced.   Since   I   sin   far   more  
than   most   people,   I   have   a   lot   of   experience   with   what   it   is   like   to   both   seek   and   receive  
forgiveness.   After   I   apologize   typically   someone   will   say   “I   forgive   you”   and   then   we   move   on  
with   our   relationship.   Inevitably,   however,   there   is   some   lingering   awkwardness.   In   addition,  
especially   if   the   sin   is   serious,   I   have   a   somewhat   inferior   status   in   the   relationship.   I   am   the  
sinful   forgiven   suppliant,   and   they   the   godly   magnanimous   forgiver.   This   superior   to   inferior  
relationship   has   most   powerfully   and   commonly   occurred   when   I   have   had   to   ask   forgiveness  
from   clergy.    But   what   Jack   did   in   this   situation   was   different   than   anything   I   had   previously  
experienced.   Not   only   did   he   quickly   forgive   me   but   he   spontaneously   began   telling   me  
something   he   had   done   in   his   own   life   many   years   before   that   he   regretted,   although   it   was   not  
nearly   as   serious   as   what   I   had   done.   Immediately   I   recognized   what   he   was   doing.   With   great  
humility   he   was   identifying   himself   with   me   as   a   fellow   sinner.   Refusing   the   position   of   the  
magnanimous   forgiver,   he   came   alongside   me   as   a   fellow   suppliant.   

This   experience   has   had   a   dramatic   impact   on   how   I   live.   Whenever   anyone   apologizes  
to   me   for   anything,   I   always   try   to   respond   by   also   identifying   myself   as   a   sinner   and   mentioning  
similar   past   sins   that   I   have   also   committed.   When   I   recently   visited   a   friend   who   was   in   jail  
because   of   stealing   to   support   his   methamphetamine   addiction   I   explicitly   identified   myself   as   a  
fellow   addict.   I   told   him   that   I   am   simply   more   fortunate   than   him   because   my   drug   of   choice,  
food,   is   simply   much   more   legally   and   easily   available   than   the   meth   that   he   craves.   When   I   am  
tempted   to   judge   church   leaders,   prominent   politicians   or   famous   celebrities   who   make   the  
news   because   of   sinful   or   inappropriate   actions,   I   choose   to   immediately   come   alongside   them  
in   my   own   mind   as   a   fellow   suppliant.   Whenever   I   hear   of   the   great   evils   that   some   powerful  
men   in   the   world   sometimes   inflict,   I   feel   enormous   grief   for   the   victims   of   their   atrocities   and   a  
God   ordained   responsibility   to   fight   on   their   behalf.   But   I   am   also   deeply   aware   that   my   own  
sinfulness   makes   me   to   some   degree   complicit   in   their   actions.      

In   the   Sermon   on   the   Mount   passage   I   quoted   earlier   about   leaving   one’s   gift   at   the   altar  
until   reconciliation   has   occurred   one   of   the   most   important   things   to   note   is   that   Jesus   places  
the   responsibility   for   seeking   reconciliation   on   any   person   who   is   aware   that   a   conflict   exists.  
Chrysostom   suggests   that   the   “aggrieved”   party   has   the   greater   responsibility   to   do   this.  
Because   of   the   enormous   importance   of   unity   for   communion   I   would   be   inclined   to   urge   the  
more   spiritually   mature   involved   in   the   relationship   to   take   the   initiative.   But   regardless   of   which  
person   it   is,   someone   has   the   Christian   obligation   to   start   the   process.   It   is   an   enormous   blight  
on   the   witness   of   the   Church   when    we    fail   to   even   engage   in   this   process,   much   less   initiate   it.  
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Often   this   happens   because   one   of   the   people   involved   that   because   they   are   right   in   a  
particular   situation,   or   that   because   someone   else   is   simply   being   disobedient,   that   it   is   entirely  
the   responsibility   of   the   other   person   to   repent   in   order   to   repair   the   relationship.   

But   Jesus   seems   less   concerned   about   who   was   right   or   wrong   than   the   unreconciled  
state   of   the   relationship.   When   Paul   discusses   in   his   letter   to   the   Corinthians   the   dangers   of  
taking   Communion   in   an   “unworthy   manner”   he   makes   the   intriguing   comment   that   the   “factions”  
that   exist   in   the   community   are   actually   ordained   by   God,   “...that   those   who   are   approved   may  
be   recognized   among   you.”   The   question   then   arises   as   what   it   means   to   be   approved.   This   is  
often   this   interpreted   as   referring   to   those   priests   or   parish   leaders   who   have   the   purest  
Orthodox   theology.   “Rightly   dividing   the   Word   of   truth,”   however   is   a   primary   task   of   bishops   and  
does   not   require   a   foil   of   heretics   or   disobedient   rebels.   Therefore,   perhaps   Paul   means   that   the  
ones   God   approves   are   those   leaders   most   like   Jesus   in   gently   reconciling   divisions   between  
people   in   order   to   bring   about   Trinitarian   unity   in   a   parish.   A   good   Christian   leader   can   help  
many   righteous   people   find   salvation.   It   takes   a   great   leader,   an   “approved”   leader,   to   help  
sinners   do   this.  

In    The   Gulag   Archipelago    Aleksandr   Solzhenitsyn   wrote   about   an   important   truth   he  
learned   about   human   nature   as   he   suffered   and   witnessed   unspeakable   horrors   in   Josef   Stalin’s  
prison   camps.     “It   was   only   when   I   lay   there   on   rotting   prison   straw   that…   it   was   disclosed   to   me  
that   the   line   separating   good   and   evil   passes…right   through   every   human   heart,   and   through   all  
human   hearts…   Even   within   hearts   overwhelmed   by   evil,   one   small   bridgehead   of   good   is  
retained;   and   even   in   the   best   of   all   hearts,   there   remains   a   small   corner   of   evil.”   Adopting   such  
an   attitude   will   greatly   facilitate   our   ability   to   reconcile   even   with   those   with   whom   we   most  
strongly   disagree.   

When   Jesus   prayed   to   the   Father   to   deliver   a   sign   that   the   world   would   come   to   the  
knowledge   of   God,   He   did   not   ask   for   priests   who   would   heal   the   sick   or   raise   the   dead.   He   did  
not   ask   for   beautiful   icons,   vestments,   or   Temple   buildings.   And   He   did   not   ask   for   a   church   that  
would   show   His   love   for   the   poor.   All   these   things,   in   their   proper   place,   have   some   importance.  
The   primary   thing   He   prayed   for   was   our   unity,   because   it   was   by   this   “…that   the   world   will   know  
that   You   have   sent   me….”   (Jn   17.23)   It   is   also   this   unity   that   will   enable   us   to   righteously   make  
offerings   to   the   church   and   create   a   pure   communion   that   will   bring   health   to   our   parish  
communities.  

Questions   for   reflection:  

1. What   could   be   done   to   create   more   trinitarian   unity   among   your   personal  
relationships?  

2. What   could   be   done   to   promote   trinitarian   unity   in   your   parish?  
3. How   do   we   handle   situations   in   which   a   conflict   has   occurred   in   which   we   are   99%  

right   and   only   1%   wrong?   
4. How   do   we   handle   a   situation   in   which   despite   our   best   efforts   to   try,   the   other  

person   does   not   want   to   engage   in   the   process   of   reconciliation?   Suppose   they   are   a  
bishop   or   priest?   

5. What   is   “a   small   corner   of   evil”   that   Solzhenitsyn   says   may   exist   in   your   heart?  
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Conclusion  
   

In   this   talk   I   have   discussed   eight   distinct   but   interrelated   topics   concerning   money.  
Giving   with   the   attitude   of   making   “whole   burnt   offerings”   is   a   path   toward   experiencing  
resurrection   life.   Recipients   of   God’s   providential   gift   of   wealth   should   use   it   to   support   the  
church   and   the   needy   poor,   not   a   lavish   lifestyle.   God   enjoins   us   to   test   Him   by   tithing   to   see   if  
He   pours   out   enormous   blessing   on   us.   Parish   financial   stewards   may   consider   adopting   some  
or   all   of   the   approaches   Fr.   Joseph   Corrigan   used   so   successfully   in   a   small   parish   church.  
Addressing   debt   and   wealth   issues   in   our   parishes   is   a   way   to   imitate   Moses’   great   love   for   his  
people   that   prompted   overwhelming   amounts   of   grateful   giving   in   response.    Righteous   rather  
than   worldly   fundraising   techniques   are   the   best   way   to   cure   the   covetousness   that   causes   most  
of   our   chronic   underfunding.   Churches   should   adopt   God’s   financial   stewardship   priorities  
concerning   caring   for   poor   people,   starting   with   those   in   our   own   parish.   We   can   build   beautiful  
Temples   when   God   abundantly   provides   for   that.   A   poor   widow’s   amazing   sacrificial   offering  
ultimately   saved   her   own   life   and   brought   her   a   Divine   Appointment.   Finally,   the   unity   brought  
about   through   seeking   reconciliation   is   crucial   for   the   purity   of   our   communion   with   God   and   one  
another.  

There   is   a   prayer,   recorded   in   1   Chronicles   that   David   made   at   the   end   of   his   life   that  
majestically   conveys   many   of   the   ideas   about   money   that   I   have   tried   to   present.   He   and   many  
others   in   his   community   had   just   donated   vast   amounts   of   their   personal   wealth   for   the   sake   of  
building   the   Jerusalem   Temple.   

 

“Praise   be   to   you,   LORD,   the   God   of   our   father   Israel,   from   everlasting   to  
everlasting.   Yours,   LORD,   is   the   greatness   and   the   power   and   the   glory   and   the   majesty  
and   the   splendor,   for   everything   in   heaven   and   earth   is   yours.   Yours,   LORD,   is   the  
kingdom;   you   are   exalted   as   head   over   all.   Wealth   and   honor   come   from   you;   you   are  
the   ruler   of   all   things.   In   your   hands   are   strength   and   power   to   exalt   and   give   strength   to  
all.    Now,   our   God,   we   give   you   thanks,   and   praise   your   glorious   name.   “But   who   am   I,  
and   who   are   my   people,   that   we   should   be   able   to   give   as   generously   as   this?  
Everything   comes   from   you,   and   we   have   given   you   only   what   comes   from   your   hand.  
We   are   foreigners   and   strangers   in   your   sight,   as   were   all   our   ancestors.   Our   days   on  
earth   are   like   a   shadow,   without   hope.   LORD   our   God,   all   this   abundance   that   we   have  
provided   for   building   you   a   temple   for   your   Holy   Name   comes   from   your   hand,   and   all   of  
it   belongs   to   you.   I   know,   my   God,   that   you   test   the   heart   and   are   pleased   with   integrity.  
All   these   things   I   have   given   willingly   and   with   honest   intent.   And   now   I   have   seen   with  
joy   how   willingly   your   people   who   are   here   have   given   to   you.   LORD,   the   God   of   our  
fathers   Abraham,   Isaac   and   Israel,   keep   these   desires   and   thoughts   in   the   hearts   of   your  
people   forever,   and   keep   their   hearts   loyal   to   you…”     ( 1   Chr   29.10-18)  
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Pursuing   almsgiving,   righteous   financial   stewardship,   will   glorify   God   by   growing   many  
seeds   in   the   fourth   soil   and   thereby   greatly   multiplying   the   spiritual   fruitfulness   of   our   people   and  
parishes.   This   fruitfulness   will   then   become   a   powerful   witness   to   those   around   us   that   Orthodox  
Christians   actually   do   have   the   True   Worship,   Tradition,   Faith,   and   Sacraments.   

It    is   almost   always   uncomfortable   talking   to   other   people   about   their   personal   finances   or  
our   own.    It   is   much   more   satisfying   to   talk   about   love   and   forgiveness   and   it   is   much   easier   to  
talk   about   prayer   and   fasting.   I   suspect   that   even   Jesus   wasn’t   thrilled   about   potentially  
offending   people,   such   as   the   rich   young   ruler,   by   talking   about   his   money.   But   He   loved   him  
enough   to   do   it   anyway.   And   perhaps   so   also   should   we.  

Questions   for   reflection:  

1. What   is   the   biggest   barrier   in   your   parish   to   talking   about   righteous   financial  
stewardship?   

2. What   are   some   practical   steps   we   could   take   to   encourage   our   faithful,   both   rich   and  
poor,   to   achieve   righteous   financial   stewardship?  
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